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Introduction
1. Problem definition
At the time I am writing these lines, only a few months have passed from the publication of a
new article in the prestigious journal, Nature, which warns that the Earth may have already
hit climate change tipping points, with immediate threats including the loss of Amazon
rainforest and the ice sheets of Antarctica and Greenland (Lenton, et al., 2019).
Today, around 97% of actively publishing scientist agree that human made climate change is
a reality (Tol, 2013) and that the trend towards higher global temperature is most likely to
continue over the next century (IPCC, 2013). Humankind’s failure in halting carbon
emissions that c ontribute to such rise in temperature will have catastrophic consequences for
our planet, society and economy. Climate change could cause a total loss of polar ice shields
and provoke the rise of sea levels, causing flooding and erosion of coastal and low laying
areas. It could lead to more frequent and intense extreme weather events, and reduce the
water quality. It could cause the extinction of plants and animal species that are unable to
cope with the new circumstances, and thus lead to a loss of biodiversity. It could destabilize
the economy and harm properties and infrastructure.
To make matters worse, so far, all global attempts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in
order to mitigate the impacts of climate change have failed. Most notable, almost two years
short of the thirtieth anniversary of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC), the amount of CO2 in the air in May 2020 hit an average of slightly
greater than 417 parts per million, which has been highest monthly average value ever
recorded in the human's history. The Kyoto Protocol which emerged from the UNFCCC with
the pledge of reducing carbon dioxide and stabilizing greenhouse gas concentrations at a
level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system, failed
to include any serious commitment by the state parties (Barrett, 2003). Although, the Paris
Agreement of 2015, has secured some major successes in the climate change battle, by inter
alia shifting the emphasis toward national action, cementing the goal of the below 2oC global
temperature increase and going further to reference 1.5oC and greater recognition for
adaptation measures (Kinley, 2017), its success in practice is still to be judged. In fact, there
are already some indications that meeting the goals of the Paris Agreement may require
substantial enhancement or over-delivery on current Intended Nationally Determined
Contributions (Rogelj, Den Elzen, Höhne, Fransen, Fekete, & Winkler, 2016).
The harsh reality of climate change is particularly challenging for water management
practices. As mentioned in the IPCC report on freshwater resources, climate change manifests
itself vastly through altering the water cycle. It not only changes the time, intensity and
patterns of runoff and precipitation, but also increases the intensity and frequency of extreme
water events and alters water quality (Jiménez Cisneros, et al., 2014). This is while,
traditionally, water infrastructure and management systems are designed based on the
assumption that climate and hydrological systems behave as stationary systems, meaning that
1
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the statistical characteristics of water systems, such as rainfall and discharge from a past time
period in which data are available, will remain the same into the future (Braga, et al., 2014).
Due to climate change, the assumption of stationarity is no longer valid. This means decision
making over how water resources are to be used should not solely depend on the available
previous data, but has to take into account uncertain changes of the climate and associated
risks, and allow for adjustments to operations, and water demand management.
The assumption of stationarity of hydrological data also appears to be present in the context
of transboundary water cooperation. As observed by McCafery (2003), although seasonal
variability of water is usually foreseen in the transboundary water agreements reached among
the countries, climate change and its consequences often escape attention. This means that
many transboundary water agreements lack the flexibility building mechanisms that are
required for them to effectively respond to consequences of climate change.
The Guidance on Water and Adaptation to Climate Change (UNECE, 2009) considers
inflexibility of international agreements to climate change as a barrier to climate change
adaptation and requires transboundary agreements to be revised and allow for adjustment to
flow variability and the availability of safe water. Building flexibility into transboundary
water agreements seems to be also essential for the success of the European Union’s
approach towards sustainable water management, as, in the face of climate change, the goal
of the EU’s Water Framework Directive (European Commission, 2000) to achieve good
status of all waters will not be met without strong adaptive capacity in water management
(Green, Garmestani, van Rijswick, & Keessen, 2013).
Many scholars have already suggested different tools and mechanisms that could improve the
flexibility of transboundary water agreements to climate change. Cooley and Gleick (2011),
have advocated for inclusion of flexible water allocation and water quality standards in
agreements. McCafery and Fischhendler have identified flexible water allocation strategies,
drought provisions, amendment and review procedures and empowerment of joint
management institutions, as way to improve flexibility of transboundary water agreements to
changing conditions. Giang, Toshiki, Kunikane & Sakata (2013) have suggested for
agreements to provide for comprehensive analysis of climate change scenarios on the
hydrological cycle by all basin states and to include clear provisions for review and
amendment. Timmerman et al (2017) have called for “flexible implementation” of existing
water agreements.
However, no two water basins are the same. Each basin is characterized by its unique
physical, economic and political geography that not only dictates the water availability,
potential uses of water and water demand, but also defines conflict and cooperation dynamics
among the riparian states. In addition, impacts of climate change on each basin is different.
As a result, there is no single recipe for building flexibility into transboundary water
agreements. Each basin and each transboundary water agreement need to be studied and
evaluated independently, and any suggestion made for increasing the flexibility of specific
water agreements to the impacts of climate change needs to be tailored to the particular,

2
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physical, economic and political geography of the basin where such suggestion will be
applied.

2. Research objective and approach
I have written this dissertation in an attempt to build upon the existing literature by
understanding the legal aspects of the need to increase transboundary water agreements
flexibility to climate change, and suggest mechanisms and treaty design procedures that
would allow states to accommodate water variability in their transboundary water agreements.
Prior to rolling out the research questions that are at the core of this dissertation, I would first
like to address one matter regarding the formatting of the thesis. Under article 7.1(1) of the
PhD regulations of Tilburg University as applicable from 1 December 2019, I have refrained
from writing a scientific treaties in a book form and rather have decided to opt for
compilation of four self-standing articles. Consequently, thorough the present work, instead
of dealing with one main research question, I have sought to answer four main questions
under the overarching topic of climate-proofing transboundary water agreements. These four
main questions may be summarized into the following bullet points:
• Is there a legal basis that gives rise to an obligation for party states to a transboundary
water agreement to allow for flexibility of such treaty to climate change?
• How does the inclusion of flexibility mechanisms suggested by pioneer scholars of
transboundary water management field impact the dynamics of transboundary water
cooperation, in particular in terms of compliance with the agreement provisions?
• What lessons can be learned from flexibility building mechanisms included in real life
transboundary water agreements for the design of treaties that allow for
accommodation of climate change induced water variability?
• What lessons can be learned from disciplines other than law for design of agreements
that are robust to climate change?

3. Methodology
As mentioned earlier, this dissertation comprises of four self-standing articles under the
overarching subject of climate-proofing transboundary water cooperation. Each of these
papers follows its specific appropriate methodology on the basis of the question that it tries to
answer.
As a whole, my objective in the thesis has been to address the question of flexibility of
international transboundary water cooperation with a multidisciplinary approach, and not
limiting myself to a legal discussion of the subject in hand. I have therefore, not only used the
descriptive and evaluative research methods common in legal scholarship, but have also
benefited from game theory in order to analyze decision making in transboundary context,
where there is an interdependence between the states.
I consider it necessary to take a moment and explain my rationale for using methods and
approaches common to both law and economics for the elaboration of this thesis.

3
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The role that international law plays in shaping transboundary cooperation is undisputed. The
rule of law provides legal parameters that govern the use of transboundary water resources,
and as such serves as a backbone for how transboundary cooperation can be achieved.
International law governs the treaties that are concluded between states over their shared
water resources, and provides for unwritten but consented rules on how such resources should
be managed in the absence of a treaty. Thus, a study focused on climate-proofing
transboundary water cooperation is bound to have a legal angle.
On the other hand, while international law sets the rules based on which cooperation should
happen, it does not have an answer as to why cooperation happens, and why states may – and
sometimes do – stop cooperating with one another. Game theory can assist her, as it provides
a framework for understanding economic behavior of the states and thus can explain why
states make decisions and act as they do. Therefore, game theory can shed light on why a
stable cooperation amongst state over transboundary water resources may be compromised
due to climate change and how the destabilizing impacts of climate change on cooperation
may be countered by designing an agreement that incentivizes states to behave in a
cooperative manner. In this sense, game theory complements international law, in particular
when it comes to treaty design. This is the reason for which I have decided to write two of my
papers in line with these theories.

4. Structure
The four articles that form the body of the present dissertation are included in four chapters.
Three of these articles are published in peer reviewed journals. I have chosen to retain each
publication’s original formatting, citation style and pagination, resulting in several stylistic
inconsistencies from one component of the dissertation to the next. Furthermore, I have opted
to structure the chapters in a logical order as opposed to the chronologic order of writing.
Therefore, the fact that one article proceeds another in the thesis does not automatically imply
that it was written before the latter.
In Chapter I, entitled “A legal obligation to adapt transboundary water agreements to climate
change?1” I deal with the question of whether the recognition of the principle of equitable and
reasonable use of water as part of customary international law could lead to a duty for the
states to adjust the terms of their transboundary water allocation agreements to the
implications of climate change. Through a descriptive analysis of the principle of equitable
and reasonable use of water in different legal instruments, I find that the principle in its
essence an obligation of conduct for the states to respect the non-parties riparian rights to a
fair share of beneficial uses of water and protect the environment. Therefore, the nature of
disruption caused by climate change may make it imperative for the party states to take all
measures that allows them to modify their water practices under an agreement to the
implications of climate change in order to comply with the principle of equitable and
reasonable use of water.

1

Accepted to be published by Water Policy Journal on 5 June 2020
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In Chapter II, entitled “Enhancing climate resilience of transboundary water allocation
agreements: the impact of shortening the agreement’s lifetime on cooperation stability2”, I
take use of rational choice theory and legal theory to show that, although applying short-term
time horizon to an agreement on water allocation can make it easier for the riparian states to
update the terms of their cooperation commitment periodically and thus adapt them to
changes in water availability resulting from climate change, their use might be
counterproductive as states’ knowledge of the agreement’s termination date could encourage
noncompliance.
In Chapter III, entitled “Climate Change and Accommodation of Water Availability in
Transboundary Rivers: Lessons learned from the Guadiana basin”3, I conduct a case study on
the provisions of the Albufeira Convention which potentially contribute to increased
flexibility of the convention to the implications of climate change for water availability.
Through the analysis of the minutes of meetings of the Commission for Implementation and
Development on the Albufeira Convention (CADC), and interviews from experts on the field,
I find that when applied correctly, provisions including periodical update of the historical
mean precipitation values, updating the flow regime of the rivers and cancelling minimum
flow requirements under special circumstances may contribute to climate-proofing
international transboundary agreements within the catchments where climate-change induced
water scarcity poses a major threat.
In Chapter IV, entitled “Climate change-proofing international water allocation agreements in
a U-shaped river setting”, I focus on designing a water allocation agreement that is resilient to
the impacts of climate change to water availability. I set out a model for mutual best response
agreement over water allocation in a U-shaped river setting. I show that generally, Rubinstein
bargaining procedure leads to a unique Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium (SPNE) over
which an agreement will be immediately reached among the parties. Then, I introduce
climate change as a one shot shock to the amount of the water available for sharing. From my
model, it becomes clear that if the agreement is designed based on proportional changes, it
will be robust to the implications of climate change. However, a numerical example shows
that states may have opposing preferences in terms of opting for a proportional versus fixed
amount sharing rule.
Finally, in the dissertation's concluding section, I draw together the contributions of each of
the above components by providing a summary of key arguments, conclusions and
recommendations.

2

Jafroudi, M. (2018). Enhancing climate resilience of transboundary water allocation agreements: the
impact of shortening the agreement’s lifetime on cooperation stability. International Environmental
Agreements: Politics, Law and Economics, 18(5), 707-722.
3
Jafroudi, M. (2018). Climate change and accommodation of water availability in transboundary
rivers: Lessons learned from the Guadiana basin. Water Policy, 20(2), 203-217.
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Chapter I

A legal obligation to adapt transboundary water
agreements to climate change?
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A legal obligation to adapt transboundary water agreements to
climate change?
Maryam Jafroudi
Department of Public Law and Governance, Tilburg University. E-mail: mjafrudi@uvt.nl

Abstract
Climate change disrupts the water cycle, jeopardises the security of water, food, and energy systems, and forces
states to rethink water management practices to adapt to the new hydrological realities. When states share a water
resource, adaptation to climate change proves to be more burdensome, especially if the resource in question is
governed by a transboundary water agreement that fails to incorporate flexibility. The focus of this paper is on
transboundary water basins with more than two riparian states, where only part of the co-riparian states are
party to a transboundary water agreement. The paper discusses whether the recognition of the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water as a principle of customary international law creates an obligation for the party
states to such agreements to adapt the terms of their arrangement to climate change. It argues that the principle of
equitable and reasonable use of water establishes an obligation of conduct for the states to respect non-parties
riparian rights to a fair share of beneficial uses of water and protect the environment. Therefore, the nature of disruptions caused by climate change may make it imperative for the party states to take all possible measures that
allow them to modify their water practices under an agreement to the implications of climate change in order to
comply with the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water.
Keywords: Adaptation; Climate change; Flexibility; Transboundary water agreements
HIGHLIGHTS

• The paper discusses the possibility of the existence of an obligation to amend transboundary water agreements to
implications of climate change.

Introduction
Historically, states have always found it useful to define their rights over their shared water resources
through treaties. Concluding transboundary water treaties has many advantages for the co-riparian states.
doi: 10.2166/wp.2020.212
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These agreements stabilize the relations of the states concerning their shared freshwater systems
(McCaffrey, 2003); they clarify property rights over water and prevent states from moving towards coercion and grabbing resources from others (Ansink et al., 2015); they pave the way for information
exchange; and, they create the potential for the establishment of joint management mechanisms. Moreover, basins with institutional mechanisms, like treaties, are less prone to conflicts (Yoffe et al., 2003).
However, climate change is altering the hydrological cycle and shaping a new reality for water
resources. If agreements governing these resources fail to allow for flexibility to the new hydrological
reality, their stability and effectiveness will be compromised.
Increase in greenhouse gas concentration has already changed the precipitation and snowmelt patterns, and the intensity and the extremes of rainfall (Jiménez Cisneros et al., 2014). New findings of
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) suggest that this trend is likely to continue,
intensify and accelerate in the upcoming years, should the attempts to limit global warming to 1.5 °C
until 2030 fail (Masson-Delmotte, 2018). Therefore, states face a highly uncertain future of water availability from both qualitative and quantitative perspectives and need to adapt the governance regime of
their transboundary water resources to ensure their needs are met.
There is little debate on the importance of adapting transboundary water agreements to climate
change. Transboundary water basins contain nearly 60 per cent of the global freshwater supply.
Water stress in these basins is already high under current climate variability. Climate change will
only add to such pressure and could render agreements that are in place obsolete unless effective
steps are taken to adjust these agreements to flow variability and availability of clean water (Benvenisti,
1996; Koremenos, 2001; Vinogradov et al., 2003; Fischhendler, 2004, 2008; Bhaduri, 2006; Drieschova
et al., 2008).
Experts have prescribed various mechanisms that could help to adapt water agreements to climate
change. McCaffrey (2003), Fischhendler (2004) and Cooley & Gleick (2011) have argued that adjustable allocation strategies, amendment and review procedures, joint management institutions, and
response strategies for extreme water events could lead to higher flexibility of water agreements to climate change. Drieschova & Fischhendler (2011) have developed a tool kit for identifying uncertainty
management strategies that can reduce water agreements vulnerability to uncertainties arising from climate change, amongst others. Drieschova et al. (2008) have looked into the incorporation of indirect
allocation mechanisms in water treaties and their potential to create open-ended rules for water regulation that allows adaption to changes while accommodating the sovereignty and power concerns of
riparian states.
Beyond academia, the Guidance on Water and Adaptation to Climate Change1 (Kirby & Edgar, 2009)
suggests that any provision aimed at increasing climate change flexibility of transboundary water agreements should consider water variability and hydrological extremes and allow for temporal and spatial
redistribution of water and periodic review of water allocation schemes.
Moreover, the current body of literature includes extensive discussions on the practicality of provisions suggested for adapting transboundary water agreements to climate change. Ansink & Ruijs
(2008) have discussed the stability of water allocation agreements to climate change. They showed
that although proportional allocation schemes are more efficient in the face of climate change, their

1
The Guidance on Water and Adaptation to Climate change was drafted following a mandate from the Meeting of the Parties to
the Convention on the 1992 Protection and Use of Transboundary Water Courses and in the spirit of such convention.
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inclusion in water allocation agreements compromises the agreements’ stability. Furthermore, in my earlier work (Jafroudi, 2018) I assessed how conditioning a treaty’s water allocation arrangements on
updateable historical mean precipitation values may contribute to climate change adaptability of
water allocation agreements.
However, as confirmed by UNECE’s study (2015), many transboundary water agreements existed
before adaptation to climate change entered the discourse of water management, and therefore
assume relatively fixed water conditions in their relevant basins. Such agreements could be revised
and amended with the consent of the states, and states may consider revising and amending them if
changes make the treaties obsolete. However, in this paper, I argue that states not only can consent
to adapt the terms of their transboundary agreements to the implications of climate change for their
own benefit, but also may be under an obligation to do so, if continuing to abide by the terms of
such agreement would risk them to breach their non-treaty related obligations under international law.
The main question of this paper is whether the recognition of the principle of equitable and reasonable
use of water as a principle of customary international law creates an obligation for the party states to a
transboundary water agreement to adapt the terms of their arrangement to climate change. My focus in
the paper is on transboundary water basins with more than two riparian states, where only part of the coriparian states are party to the transboundary water agreement. Conclusions of this study are therefore
only applicable to about one third of transboundary rivers (UN-Water, 2018)2.
Through a textual analysis of various international treaties, judicial decisions, and soft law instruments, I first identify the goal of the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water. I particularly
focus on three categories of documents: (1) international conventions and soft law instruments that
are known to have codified the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water; (2) multilateral
and bilateral basin-specific treaties invoking the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water;
(3) the rulings of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) and its predecessor the Permanent Court of
International Justice (PCIJ) in interpreting the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water.
After identifying the goal of the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water, I argue what obligations arise from this principle for the behaviour of riparian states of a transboundary basin towards each
other and towards the basin itself. I then discuss whether compliance with such obligations under climate
change could require adaptation of water use practices. I argue that if non-flexibility of an international
water agreement prevents the party states from adapting their use from a transboundary water resource
to the implications of climate change, they will be under an obligation to amend such agreement.

Deciphering the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water
The principle of equitable and reasonable use of water is one of the cornerstones of international freshwater law (de Chazournes et al., 2019). Not only it is reflected in numerous national and international
judicial decisions3, and non-binding instruments dealing with navigational and non-navigational uses of
2

Note that a study by Wolf (1998) on transboundary water treaties showed that multilateral basins are, almost without
exception, governed by bilateral treaties.
3
For international decisions, see the judgment of the International Court of Justice in the case concerning GabčikovoNagymaros Project. For national judicial decisions, see the US Supreme Court decisions in cases Idaho ex rel. Evans
v. Oregon (1980), Wyoming v. Colorado (1922).
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water resources4. It is also captured by landmark treaties such as the Convention on the 1992 Protection
and Use of Transboundary Water Courses and International Lakes5, and the 1997 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses6.
Like most principles of customary international law, the definition of the principle of equitable and
reasonable use of water is largely vague to allow for flexibility (Dellapenna, 2006). It requires the states
to take into account considerations of fairness in exercising their rights and performing their obligations
while using the freshwater resources which they share with others (Sands & Peel, 2018).
The majority of international instruments interpret the fairness in exercising riparian rights concerning
a transboundary basin as the equal entitlement of each riparian state to beneficial uses of the water of
such basin. This reading of the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water comes from the notion
of ‘perfect equality of states’ enshrined, inter alia, in the judgment of the PCIJ in the case relating to the
Territorial Jurisdiction of the International Commission of the River Oder. In this case, the court ruled
out any preferential privilege of any one of the riparian states over others in using the water of the basin
for navigational purposes. In the case Gabčíkovo-Nagymaros, the International Court of Justice (ICJ)
confirmed the extension of the equal entitlement of riparian states to non-navigational uses of waters.
Many basin specific agreements confirm that the equal entitlement of riparian states to beneficial uses
of water resources sits in the centre of the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water. Examples
include the Nile River Basin Cooperative Framework7 and the Agreement on the Sava River Basin8.
In contrast, under some other international instruments, fairness in water use is obligation-based. For
example, the Watercourse Convention establishes an obligation for the states to ‘utilize’ and to ‘participate in the use, development and protection’ of an international watercourse in an equitable and
reasonable manner. The convention further clarifies that to attain the criteria of equitability and reasonability states must take into account (1) the interests of co-riparian states and (2) adequate protection of
the basin in question9.
The Water Convention takes the same approach and requires states ‘… to ensure that transboundary
waters are used in a reasonable and equitable way, taking into particular account their transboundary
character, in the case of activities which cause or are likely to cause transboundary impact10.
Amongst soft law documents, the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water under the ILA’s
Berlin Rules11 (ILA, 2004) requires states to use their shared water resources with due regards to the
rights of the other co-riparian states and consistent with adequate protection of waters.
4
See the Resolution on the Use of International Non-Maritime Water of 11 September 1961 by the Institute of International
Law and the Helsinki Rules on the Uses of the Waters of International Rivers of August 1966.
5
Herein after, Water Convention
6
Herein after, Watercourse Convention
7
See article 4.
8
See article 7.
9
See article 5.
10
See article 2(2)(c).
11
The Berlin Rules is a document adopted by ILA to summarize international law customarily concerning freshwater
resources. These rules build upon the Helsinki Rules on the Uses of the Waters of International Rivers. The Berlin rules
oblige each basin state to manage the waters of an international drainage basin in an equitable and reasonable manner.
Furthermore, under Berlin Rules, the obligation of the states to manage the waters of an international drainage basin in an
equitable and reasonable manner is subject to having due regard for the obligation not to cause significant harm to other
basin states. See Salman (2007).
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The ICJ seems to have tackled the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water from both rightbased and obligation-based perspectives. In the Gabčíkovo-Nagymaros case, the ICJ first refers to the
basic right of Hungary to an equitable and reasonable share of the Danube basin, and then immediately
addresses the corresponding obligation of Czechoslovakia by classifying Czechoslovakia’s action in
putting Variant C into operation as an internationally wrongful act. Similarly, in the case concerning
Pulp Mills on the River Uruguay the Court recognizes the parties’ rights as co-riparians to an equitable
and reasonable share of the beneficial uses of the river. However, it maintains that such use ‘could not be
considered to be equitable and reasonable if the interest of the other riparian State in the shared resource
and the environmental protection of the latter were not taken into account.’
This ruling by the ICJ allows for the reconciliation of the right-based and obligation-based approaches
in interpreting the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water. Accordingly, the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water may be defined as a principle of customary international law, whose
goal is to establish fairness amongst the riparian states in absence of an agreement between them. To
achieve this goal it is necessary to:
(1) Recognize the rights of individual basin states to the beneficial uses of waters of a shared resource
(2) Acknowledge that water use practices by each riparian state shall be consistent with environmental protection
(3) Establish a harmony between the rights of each riparian state to the waters of a shared basin and the obligation
of each of them to protect the environment.

The obligation of the states to equitable and reasonable use of transboundary water resources should
be understood in line with these three points. This implies that in making use of their transboundary
water resources, riparian states are obliged to take all measures to ensure their use from their transboundary water resources does not interfere with the right of the co-riparian states to beneficial water use, and
will be consistent with the requirements of environmental protection of the transboundary water
resource.
In line with the law of treaties, when two or more states enter into an agreement over the use of a
shared water resource, their relationship towards one another concerning such resource is no longer
in the realm of the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water. However, their obligations
towards non-party riparian states remain to be subject to such principle. Thus, to establish whether parties to a transboundary water agreement that does not allow flexibility to climate change need to amend
their agreements under the impacts of climate change, we first need to establish whether climate change
could impede such parties from fulfilling their obligations to respect the right of non-party co-riparian
states to beneficial water use, or to protect the environment of the transboundary water resource.

Challenges resulting from climate change for the beneficial uses of water
The principle of equitable and reasonable use of water implies that all riparian states have a right to
the beneficial use of a transboundary water resource. The legal literature defines the concept of beneficial use vaguely. However, it is generally accepted that a beneficial use of water is a water usage
resulting in appreciable gain or benefit to the user (Paulson, 1991; Toll, 2011). As such, beneficial
uses of water include consumption of water for irrigation, mining and industrial applications, stock
watering, and domestics and municipal uses amongst others.
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The ability of a state to realise a gain or benefit from using water depends significantly on the quantity
and quality of the water available. Freshwater is a critical resource for many purposes, and it has no
substitute for most of its uses, such as drinking and agriculture (Cullen, 2009). Even where substitution
is possible, states often find it more attractive to use water instead of any alternatives for beneficial purposes. Examples include the use of water in the thermoelectric power industry for improving plant
efficiency and economic viability of power production (Feeley et al., 2008).
The importance of water quality for the ability of states to realise their right to beneficial uses of water
is well understood. The largest percentage of freshwater worldwide is used in agriculture. Irrigated agriculture is dependent on an adequate water supply of usable quality in terms of salinity, water infiltration
and ion toxicity amongst others. Salts in water reduce water availability to the crop to such an extent that
yield is affected. High sodium or low calcium concentration in water prevent the water from infiltrating
the soil and supplying the crop adequately from one irrigation to the next. High content of sodium,
chloride and boron in water can cause crop damage. Furthermore, excessive nutrients in water may
lead to excessive corrosion of equipment used for agricultural purposes and thus increase the costs of
maintenance and repair (Ayers & Westcot, 1994).
Water quality is important for domestic and industrial use. The water used for domestic purposes
should at least meet some minimum quality standards from microbiological, physical and chemical
aspects (WHO, 2011). High coliform bacteria content and increased salinity decrease palatability of
water and make it undesirable for domestic usage. Moreover, if water used in industry does not have
a minimum quality it could cause damage to equipment through corrosion and abrasion, cause problems
in the manufacturing processes and impair product quality (Fewtrell & Bartram, 2001).
Climate change is a stress factor for all beneficial uses of water. Over the past decades, the global
mean surface temperature has continuously increased, causing a global change to climate, mostly as
result of the anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases. This has triggered alterations in the hydrological cycles by changing precipitation patterns, intensity and extremes; reducing snow cover and
changing the soil moisture and runoff.
Decrease in total annual rainfall, snowpack in the mountains and earlier snowmelt due to climate
change is projected to lead to a decrease in water availability in many areas of the world (Backlund
et al., 2008). This is while changes in precipitation, temperature and radiation caused by climate
change can increase water demand, in particular within the agricultural industry (Jiménez Cisneros
et al., 2014; Betini et al., 2016). The combination of shrinking water resources and increasing
demand restrict the states’ access to water.
Climate change affects the quality of water and poses a challenge for the beneficial uses of water
resources. It increases the frequency and intensity of extreme weather events that can cause pollution
due to storm-water overflows and flooding of contaminated sites, or result in harmful or unwanted
temperature variations. Increasing water salinity due to climate change, could impede using water
for drinking (Vineis et al., 2011) and impact the sustainability of irrigation systems (Yeo, 1998).
Increase in water temperature encourages algal blooms and increase risks from cyanotoxins and natural organic matter in water sources. This subjects the potential use of water to domestic purposes to
employing additional or new treatment. Changes in the mean annual streamflow, shifts of seasonal
flows, and increases of streamflow variability, and increased evaporation from reservoirs and changes
in sediment fluxes can affect the performance of hydroelectric and thermal power plants (Golombek
et al., 2012).
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The ability of states to beneficially use water resources would shrink, unless water management practices are adjusted to the implications of climate change. Within an international basin, where the actions
of one state towards the shared water resource impact the quality and quantity of water available to the
other riparian states, failure to adapt water use practices to climate change by one state may come at the
expense of others.
Challenges resulting from climate change for environmental protection of a freshwater basin
The principle of equitable and reasonable use of water departs from the traditional ‘mankind versus
nature’ paradigm which focuses on the exploitation of natural resources and requires the demands of
human societies to be considered in relation to ecological needs. This implies that any interference
with the natural state of a freshwater resource shall allow for sustaining the natural ecosystem of
such basin. The sustainability of river ecosystems is related to flow, water quality, physical habitat
and the naturalness of the biological communities (Petts, 1996). Any use from a water system is consistent with the requirements of environmental protection as long as it does not interfere with the
quantity, timing, and quality of water flows required to sustain freshwater and estuarine ecosystems,
and the human livelihoods and well-being that depend on these ecosystems (Richter et al., 2012).
Maintaining quality and quantity of the flow required for the sustainability of a freshwater system
under climate change is challenging. Climate change is likely to alter river flow regimes significantly,
and may pose serious threats to river and floodplain ecosystems. Research supports that the impacts of
climate change on ecologically relevant river flow characteristics may exceed the impacts of dams and
water withdrawals (Poff & Zimmerman, 2010). Freshwater ecosystems are highly vulnerable to climate
change due to high levels of exposure and sensitivity to flow alterations and extreme events (Arthington
et al., 2006). Ecological responses to climate change are very likely to involve shifts in the composition
and structure of freshwater ecosystems which will affect the ecological functions, goods and services
these provide. Many of the ecological processes supporting the provision of clean water will be influenced by higher water temperatures, altered flows and primary production in streams is well known to
be very sensitive to these two factors (Palmer et al., 2009).
Scientists generally agree that to protect the sustainability of freshwater resources, we need to mimic
components of natural flow variability, taking into consideration the magnitude, frequency, timing, duration, rate of change and predictability of flow events (Arthington et al., 2006). However, climate
change makes the hydrological future highly uncertain and unpredictable. Differences in approaches
used to characterize the potential range of impacts on water resources indicates that analysts do not
know, or cannot agree on, how the climate system may change. Furthermore, climate change models
are often criticised for not having enough robustness and reliability to provide a basis for hydrological
predictions (Stakhiv, 2011).
The uncertainties regarding the impacts of climate change on the ecosystem of freshwater resources
has led many to believe that protecting the environment of these resources requires an adaptive water
management approach. In particular, decision making for water use under adaptive water management
requires learning from experience, evaluating the appropriateness of current water practices based on the
lessons learned, and adjusting water use behaviours based on newly available information (Matthews &
Wickel, 2009). Thus, if riparian states engage in transboundary water agreements that do not allow for
such level of flexibility, they will fail to effectively protect the environment.
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Achieving balance between the obligations of states under transboundary water agreements and
customary international law in the face of climate change
As sovereign, riparian states have control over the natural resources located within the boundaries of
their territory12, including the waters of a transboundary system. The exertion of such control entails the
right to freely dispose and exploit such waters. It also allows them to independently engage in negotiations and enter into agreements with other sovereigns (Hathaway, 2008), inter alia over the use of
their shared water resources. However, as found by the Arbitral Tribunal in Lake Lanoux Arbitration
(1957) when a single water resource traverses or separates the territory of more than one state, sovereignty is no longer the only guiding principle, and must bend before all international obligations of
the state. Consequently, one could argue that, while as sovereigns, riparian states have the authority
to engage in agreements over the use and management of their shared resources, their authority to do
so is subject to restrictions arising from their other international obligations.
In particular, riparian states can engage in bilateral and multilateral agreements that do not engage all
basin states over the use of their shared water resources. However, in doing so, they are limited by the
obligations arising from the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water. This means that they
have to take all possible measure to ensure that agreements concluded between them do not: (1) deprive
non-party riparian states from their right to beneficial use of the waters of the resource; (2) pose a threat
for the sustainability of the freshwater and estuarine ecosystems and the human livelihoods and wellbeing that depend on these.
Currently, there are more than 260 transboundary agreements between riparian states (Puri & Aureli,
2009), many of which are agreements reached between only part of riparian states sharing a river.
Unless there is already an existing objection against each of these agreements, it is reasonable to
assume that as long as the future hydrological reality remains static, all these agreements comply
with the obligations of their party states towards non-party co-riparians rights and environmental protection. However, climate change is altering the hydrological reality and may require water practices under
an agreement to change accordingly. If impacts of climate change on freshwater resources are severe
enough to require an adjustment of the terms of a transboundary water agreement in line with obligations of party states under customary international law towards third states and protection of the
environment, and the state parties fail to perform such adjustments, then state parties will be in
breach of their international obligations and could be held responsible for an international wrongful act.
There are various examples of how climate change may require state parties to adjust the terms of
their transboundary water agreements to remain compliant with their obligations towards non-party
riparian states under the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water. Climate change can potentially create asymmetry in the ability of the states to exercise their right to beneficial use of water

12

The principle of state sovereignty on natural resources is closely related to arrangements between states and foreign private
companies for exploitation of natural resources in developing countries. The original aim of the principle was to create a
balance between the rights of the sovereign state and the desire of private companies for legal certainty in the stability of
investments during the 1950s decade. Ultimately, a landmark UN General Assembly Resolution in 1962 recognised the
permanent right to permanent sovereignty over national resources as an international legal right of states. Accordingly,
states permanent right to sovereignty must be exercised in the interest of their national development of the well-being of
the people of the state concerned. The principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources is recognised by
international tribunals as reflecting a principle of customary international law.
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resources. For example, in an upstream-downstream context, an increase of demand for water within an
international basin due to climate change may leave downstream states with increasingly less resources
to use. If within a multi riparian transboundary context, two of the upstream states engage in a water
allocation agreement with fixed proportions that does not allow for adjustments to water availability
under climate change, their agreement will be in breach of their obligations towards the non-party downstream states.
In an upstream-downstream context, the failure of parties to an agreement to include provisions on
controlling extreme water events may create a flood risk for the states located at the downstream. Directive 2007/60/EC on the Assessment and Management of Flood Risks (European Commission, 2007)
was drafted with such risk in mind, and requires states to coordinate their flood management practices
in shared river basins, taking into consideration long term developments such as climate change.
Thereby, if within a multi riparian transboundary context, that is in danger of increased flood events
due to climate change, two or more of the upstream states engage in a water agreement that fails to
allow for accommodation of increase in water flow, their agreement potentially deprives a non-party
downstream state from its right to beneficial uses of water.
As another example, assume a situation where a transboundary water agreement allows a party state to
use the water of a transboundary basin for thermal cooling purposes, where the waste heat is released
directly into the transboundary water system. Because of such use, the temperature of the water in the
basin increases. Such increase may not initially deprive non-party co-riparian states from using the
water. However, if combined with the increase of temperature from climate change, it may make the
water unusable for others through negatively affecting its quality. Under such circumstances, the use
of water for cooling purposes under the transboundary water agreement would lose the criteria of equitability and reasonability, as it deprives non-party states from their rights to the beneficial use of water.
Achieving the goal of the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water requires the riparian
states to reconcile their uses from a basin with the requirements of sustainability. Climate change
alone is a stress factor for water ecosystems. It affects them not only by increasing water temperature
and changing water quality, but also by altering ecologically important characteristics of hydrologic
regimes in rivers and wetlands (Doell et al., 2015). Thus, in the face of climate change, environmental
protection of transboundary river basins requires a rigorous approach under which water use practices
may need to be adjusted to allow for the minimum flows, and temperatures necessary to support basic
ecosystem functions in water resource planning.
There are several examples on how the obligation of states to protect the environment of transboundary water resources may require them to adjust the terms of their water agreements to adapt to the
implications of climate change. Transboundary water agreements with fixed water allocation provisions
may clash with the obligation of states to uphold the environmental flow that is required to maintain a
river ecosystem in its desired state. Growing concerns about the deteriorating health of river ecosystems
may require agreements regulating the operations of dams to be adjusted to benefit the river (Aldous
et al., 2011). Agreements that have no provisions for responding to extreme water events may destabilize the ecosystem of rivers. In regions prone to more frequent floods due to climate change, flooding
events and landslides could remove important woody debris from rivers and destabilize river channels
and dependent ecosystems. On the other hand, in regions prone to more frequent droughts, failure to
provide for emergency runoffs can lead to a decrease in the concentration of organic matter in the
river, and thus change the ecological composition of the basin.
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It is therefore reasonable for all riparian state that are party to international water agreements to evaluate the flexibility of said treaties to the implications of climate change for their ability to comply with
their obligations under the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water, and consider possible
adjustment to allow for climate change adaptation.
Mechanisms to incorporate flexibility into water agreements under climate change
With impacts of climate change on water availability and environmental conditions, states’ failure to
adjust their transboundary water agreements to the implications of climate change could harm both nonparty riparian states and the sustainability of said water system. Climate change induced alterations in
the hydrology of a basin without appropriate adjustment of water use and discharge practices could
reduce water quality and quantity, potentially putting in danger the ecology of the resource and the
whole basin. Similarly, not adapting water withdrawal practices to implications of climate change
could restrict water availability to the third states in both quantitative and qualitative terms.
Therefore, it is expected from state parties to take all reasonable measures at their disposal that allow
them to adjust their transboundary water agreements to the implications of climate change, when such
change becomes necessary to safeguard the rights of non-party states and the basin’s sustainability. Failure to do so will constitute an internationally wrongful act13. This implies the existence of an obligation
of conduct14 for the states to adapt their transboundary water agreements to climate change in such way
that the agreed water management practices be compatible with the rights of the non-party states and
environmental protection under the newly emerged climate conditions.
Climate change is foreseen to disrupt flow-regimes, biological communities and sever ecological
linkages in any given locale by altering rainfall, temperature, and runoff patterns. Reasonable
measures that would allow adapting water management practices to such changes, in a way consistent
with the rights of third parties and environmental protection under the principle of equitable and
reasonable use of water, should include a proactive strategy capable of anticipating the patterns of
such disruptions (Palmer et al., 2009), assessing the consequences of continuing the agreed water
management practices on the resource under the new climate conditions15 and identifying possible
13
According to the principles of international responsibility of states, state responsibility may arise as result of an action,
omission or a combination of both which (i) is attributable to the state and (ii) constitute a breach of an international
obligation. See: Dickson Car Wheel Company (U.S.A.) v. United Mexican States, UNRIAA, vol. IV (Sales No. 1951.V.1),
p. 669, at p. 678 (1931).
14
An obligation of conduct is an obligation to make an honest endeavour to achieve a particular aim, notwithstanding the
outcome. The term was used by ICJ in LaGrand case, where the Court considered that its previous order on provisional
measures calling the United States to ‘take all measures at its disposal to ensure that Walter LaGrand is not executed’
established an obligation of conduct rather than an obligation of result. ICJ dealt with the concept or an obligation of
conduct in the case Pulp Mills, interpreting the treaty obligation ‘to adopt regulatory or administrative measures either
individually or jointly and to enforce them’ as an obligation to endeavour to avoid changes in the ecological balance. See:
LaGrand (Germany v United States of America) (Judgment) [2001] ICJ Rep 466 para 111 (LaGrand); Pulp Mills on the
River Uruguay (Argentina v Uruguay) (Judgment) [2010] ICJ Rep 14 para 187 (Pulp Mills).
15
Projecting freshwater- related impacts, vulnerabilities and risks of climate change is an important step towards climate
change adaptation, through understanding human impact on nature. One objective of such projections is to quantify what
may happen under current water resources management practice, and another is to indicate what actions may be needed to
avoid undesirable outcomes (Jiménez Cisneros et al., 2014).
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adjustment to current practice required to ensure due compliance with the principle of equitable and
reasonable use of water16.
This implies the necessity for putting river flow and climate forecasting mechanisms in place to detect
and predict changes in the climate and hydrology of the basin. It further implies a requirement to assess
the compatibility of the water practices agreed under the treaty with the obligation to protect the environment and respect the right of non-party riparian states under the principle of equitable and reasonable
use of water as result of the foreseen climate conditions. If the result of such assessment reveals the
arrangements to be incompatible with the rights of non-party states and environmental protection,
states will be expected to negotiate in good faith to revise the agreement’s provisions.
Strictly speaking, international law does not oblige the riparian states to jointly implement the mechanisms that would allow them to appropriately adjust their agreements to the implications of climate
change. However, from a practical point of view, the transboundary characteristics of shared freshwater
resources create inevitable interdependencies and linkages between the states that are better addressed
through joint action17.
Information sharing is the most basic measure that states can embrace in successfully facing the need
for adapting their transboundary water agreements to climate change18. It does not only facilitate monitoring the river basin and its trends under the shadow of climate change, but it also alleviate disputes
over data, prevent conflicts (Tir & Stinnett, 2009), creates confidence and transparency between coriparian states, and reduces the costs of research.
Establishing joint monitoring and climate forecasting programs is a more elaborate step that states can
take to discharge their obligation to adapt their transboundary water agreements in the face of climate
change. Joint monitoring programs allow for the riparian states to observe and align climate change projections and impacts on water resources through an integrated approach (Rieu-Clarke & Moynihan,
2015). They further expand the parties access to geological, meteorological, legal, social, engineering
and other expertise required to deal with different aspects of climate change and climate change adaptation (Cooley & Gleick, 2011).
The creation of joint water management commissions is a more elaborate step that would allow riparian states to exchange information and monitoring activities more efficiently. These commissions have
the potential to create an institutional framework for parties to regularly discuss and manage the water

16

The need for modification of water use and management practices in the face of climate change has been repeatedly
recognized by the IPCC. IPCC report in 2007 concludes that ‘current water management practices are very likely to be
inadequate to reduce impacts of climate change on water supply reliability, flood risk, health, energy and aquatic
ecosystems’. The panel’s report in 2014, calls for ‘low-regret’ solutions be part of management practices.
17
It is well accepted that coordination in transboundary basin development can yield greater benefits than would be available to
co-riparian states pursing unilateral actions. An example of successful cooperation leading to significant economic benefits for
the states is seen in the case of Columbia Basin in North America. The Columbia River Treaty signed in 1961 allowed the
countries to face flood damages in a more cost-friendly way. In Central Asia the joint implementation of hydrometeorology
systems by Aral Sea Basin Riparian states significantly reduced the cost of extreme events.
18
Information exchange is in the heart of many prominent international instruments dealing with climate change. The 1992
Climate Change Convention calls on the parties to promote and cooperate in the ‘full, open, and prompt exchange of
relevant scientific, technological, technical, socio-economic and legal information related to climate systems and climate
change’. Similarly, the Paris Agreement emphasizes the need for states to strengthen their cooperation on enhancing action
on adaptation, inter alia by ‘sharing information, good practices, experiences and lessons learned, including, as appropriate,
as these relate to science, planning, policies and implementation in relation to adaptation actions’.
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resource in line with their international obligations (Drieschova & Fischhendler, 2011). They help members to implement adjustments required to their water use under the agreement in a more timely fashion
(Duda & La Roche, 1997; McCaffrey, 2003). Furthermore, such institutions have the potential to
remove the need to codify rules on current and future resource sharing, thereby reducing the transaction
costs of amendment procedures (Drieschova & Fischhendler, 2011).
However, it must be noted that in practice, while joint management institutions have a very high
degree of flexibility suitable to face the uncertainties arising from climate change, in practice, the
extent of their powers and responsibilities varies considerably by treaty (UNECE, 2009) and may
hinder their ability to assist agreement adaptation to climate change.
Most joint bodies are facilitators of intra-basin cooperation towards climate adaptation through advising and assisting riparian states in their activities to implement the agreement, collecting, compiling and
evaluating data, elaborating joint monitoring programs, easing information exchange between the parties, proposing plans for improving water conditions, and participating in the implementation of
environmental impact assessments relating to transboundary waters. Nevertheless, they often lack enforcement authority and are highly dependent on consent of the states for their proposals to become
binding.
As creating joint water management commissions with effective implementation and enforcement
power continues to prove challenging (Fischhendler, 2004), adaptation of agreements to climate
change due to the obligation of the parties to equitable and reasonable use of water remains to be
highly dependent on their will. However, experience shows that the will over cooperation in transboundary basins is usually not triggered because states are compelled by an ethic of cooperation. Rather, river
basin cooperation seems to occur when the net benefits of cooperation – including in terms of national
security and social and environmental wellbeing – are seen to be greater than the net benefits of noncooperation and when the distribution of these net benefits is perceived to be fair.
The same principle applies when the subject of transboundary cooperation is adaptation to climate
change. For flexibility to climate change to become a feature of transboundary water agreements, and
for the adaptation measures to be implemented in practices, the co-riparian party states need to see positive gains for climate change adaptability. However, the trade-off between cost and benefits of climate
change adaptation of transboundary water agreements is not always clear.
Uncertainty surrounding future climate change impacts and future socio-economic developments constrains the assessment of the costs and benefits that adapting a transboundary water agreement to new
hydrological realities could bring about. Social, environmental and security costs and benefits of adaptation are not always readily quantifiable; clarity on the application of discount rates to future cost and
benefits is not always present; and, the distribution of the benefits of adaptation of the agreement to climate change is not always perceived as equitable, especially due to the linkage of water resources to
national security. These reasons result in the inclusion of climate change adaptability measures into
transboundary water agreement, and agreements’ adaptation to the implications of climate change to
remain difficult in practice.
Finding an effective solution to solve this challenge requires further research. Nevertheless, one could
think of possible options such as nudging riparian states towards incorporating climate change adaptability in their water agreements through the use of economic incentives provided by third parties,
mounting diplomatic pressure on parties that fail to adapt their transboundary water agreements to climate change when such change is required, and finally, using more coercive forces including
international sanctions and litigation measures against those state who through failure to adapt their
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transboundary water agreements to climate change amounts to a violation of their obligations toward
environmental protection and non-party third riparian states.
Conclusion
Under international law, sovereignty of states over transboundary natural resources is not absolute. It
is rather subject to restrictions arising from the rights of other states and due regards to environmental
protection. In the field of international water law, such restrictions are captured through the customary
principle of equitable and reasonable use of water. Accordingly, all riparian states within a basin are
entitled to an equitable and reasonable share of the water. However, in exercising such right, they
should respect the right of other riparian states and environmental wellbeing of the resource in question.
Such considerations are relevant when states use their sovereign right to negotiate and ratify a treaty
over the use from a transboundary water resource. While states can define their own share to the beneficial uses of a transboundary water system under an agreement, such definition may not compromise
the wellbeing of the source in question or the rights of non-party riparian states to beneficial use of
water.
Impacts of climate change on precipitation and snowmelt patterns, resulting in alteration in quality
and quantity of water, could change the standards of environmental protection, and the benchmark
for assessing the equitability and reasonability of non-party states’ share. If states fail to take all possible
measures that allow them to adjust their transboundary water agreements to such changes, they run the
risk of failing to meet their obligations to protect the environment and violate the rights of non-party
basin states to a beneficial use of water, thereby committing an internationally wrongful act.
To avoid such risk, party states need to continuously monitor and assess the impacts of their treaty
water arrangements on non-party riparians and the environment in light of different climate change scenarios, ensure that current practices are in line with their obligations towards environmental protection
and the right of non-party basin states, and adapt the terms of their agreements to implications of climate
change, should the need arise.
International law does not prescribe specific provisions on how states should provide for climate
change adaptability of their transboundary water agreements in order to comply with their obligations
under the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water. However, it offers a variety of measures
that could help states to successfully discharge such responsibility. These measures include establishment of climate change focused information sharing mechanisms, creation of monitoring
programmes and setting up joint commission for the management of the transboundary basin.
Joint river basin commissions that possess management and enforcement authorities to adjust agreements are best positioned for increasing climate change adaptability of treaties, as they can amend
provisions on water management based on the changing conditions whenever necessary. However, commission with such broad powers are often perceived as a threat to national sovereignty, and therefore rare
in practice. This brings us back to the reality that water management remains to be a highly political
issue, which is often linked to national security. This means that despite the existence of rules on
how states shall manage their transboundary water basins, compliance does not always automatically
happen. River basin cooperation seems to occur when the net benefits of cooperation are seen to be
greater than the net benefits of non-cooperation and when the distribution of these net benefits is perceived to be fair. Consequently, agreements’ adaptability and adaptation to climate change can be
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encouraged through provision of economic incentives by non-party basin states, and increasing the cost
of non-adaptability trough diplomatic pressure, sanction or even litigation.
Data availability statement
All relevant data are included in the paper or its Supplementary Information.
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Chapter III – Post Scriptum
Some claims made in Chapter III are supported by the interviews conducted with the experts
closed to the subject. The questions and answers received in the context of such interviews are
not part of the original publication. However, for the sake of this thesis, I have decided to
supplement the Chapter with a summary of the interviews.
Interviews
In order to better understand the role of CADC in accommodating the changing water supply and
demand in the legal framework of the Albufeira Convention semi-qualitative interviews were
conducted. Some representatives of the Portuguese and the Spanish delegations of the CADC,
some members of the Guadiana Hydrological Confederation, and some independent experts on
the topic were interviewed. In total 8 people partook in the interviews. Interviews were done in
English or Spanish either verbally or in written, depending on the preference and availability of
the interviewee. The summary of questions and answers may be found below:
Question 1: On the involvement of CADC in discussions over climate change and its
impacts on future water availability
Scientific evidence suggests severe consequences of climate change for the availability of water
in the Iberian Peninsula in general. The Amendment to the convention of Albufeira itself also
pays attention to the importance of taking the impacts of climate change into account for future
revisions of the streamflow. However, minutes of the meetings of CADC seem to suggest that the
commission in large excludes the issue of climate change from its discussions. Is this a reflection
of reality? If so, why does the commission ignore the climate change? If not, how does the
commission deal with the possible impacts of climate change on future availability of water- in
particular in Guadiana- in its decisions?
The majority of experts disagreed that CADC does incorporate climate change in its decision
making. One expert indicated that the coordination of water management plans of both Spain and
Portugal were developed in CADC with attention to the flow reduction in future and increase in
water demand. Other experts mentioned that all plans of the CADC that are directed to
achievement of good status of water bodies incorporate considerations of climate change to
certain extent. One expert put the attention of the CADC to the implications of climate change
for water availability under scrutiny, and said that climate change should become a primary
subject of discussions rather than a secondary subject that is only brought up in the context of
other discussions.
Question 2: On the method used to update the historical mean precipitation amount
The Annex to the Convention of Albufeira includes an obligation for the states to update the
historical mean precipitation amount that was originally understood the mean amount of
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precipitation during the period 1945/46-1996/97. The Convention does not include any specific
guidelines as to how such update must be carried out. Nevertheless, in the practice of the states,
the update implies five-year extensions of the historical period. Wouldn’t such approach
somehow dilute the impacts that climate change has on the precipitation amount?
Not all experts responded to the question1. The majority of experts who responded said that using
a translation of the series instead of the extension would better reflect impacts of climate change.
However this is not the case at the moment. One expert elaborated that the first years of the
series are quite dry, which makes that updating the series by the translation of the origin results
in a higher mean value. One expert indicated that the original series related to the period between
1945/46-1996/97 does not does include the period 1990-1995, which is the driest period of those
that we have registered so far. Consequently, for the moment by the translation of the series
instead of the extension is not relevant. However, this is a point that parties to the convention
may decide to renegotiate in future.
Question 3: On obstacles to cooperation over Pomarão region
What are the most pressing issues that have so far prevented Spain and Portugal to get to an
agreement over the Pomarão region? What makes this region different from Azud de Badajoz
where an agreement was possible?
One expert indicated that the negotiation on the minimum flows in Badajoz was held as part of a
wide negotiation for several transnational rivers, which could provide mutual interest to Spain
and Portugal. In particular, Portugal had great interest in getting to an agreement in Badajoz
because of its direct impact on the incoming water resources to Alqueva. Spain also had interest
in such agreement. However, negotiations over Pomarão were not initially thought to be
important to the countries, and therefore were postponed. Nowadays, negotiations are only on
Pomarão region and this makes reaching an agreement difficult. Other experts mentioned
uncertainties in Spain about water management plans and conflicting views between Spain and
Portugal about environmental flow in Pomarão region as obstacles. In relation to the minimum
environmental flow, one expert explicitly mentioned that the report prepared by Portugal on
environmental flows to the EU was sent in 2005 before enough data was gathered on the estuary
conditions.
Question 4: On benefits resulting from the postponing of an agreement over Pomarão
Is there anybody benefiting from postponing to reach to an agreement over Pomarao? If yes,
how?
Views on this point were much fractured amongst the experts. One expert did not specifically
name any of the parties as the beneficiary of the postponement. However, one expert mentioned
1

Response was received only from five experts.
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that as long as no agreement is reached, Portugal has no limitations on the water management in
its territory (mainly in Alqueva) apart from the maintenance of the ecological flows (and that is
what they understand should be the agreement). Spanish position is to have the equivalent
limitations at Pomarão as at Badajoz. Another expert considered that Spain would benefit from
the lack of an agreement, as it would be allowed to continue pumping from Boca-Chanza. Two
other experts voiced concerns that the absence of an agreement would ultimately lead to a loss
for both countries due to the negative impact that current water practices can leave on the region.
One expert said there is not enough data to make a claim about winners and losers as the two
states still lack of enough about the estuary conditions.
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Climate change-proofing international
water allocation agreements in a
U-shaped river setting
Maryam Jafroudi*

Abstract: I focus on the resilience of transboundary water allocation agreements in a U-shaped river setting to the implications climate change for water
availability. I set out a model for a mutual best response agreement over water
allocation in a U-shaped river setting. I show that, generally, Rubinstein bargaining procedure leads to a unique Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium over which
an agreement will be immediately reached among the parties. I demonstrate that,
although if the allocation scheme is defined based on proportional instead of absolute shares, the agreement will be resilient to the impacts of climate change.
However, states may have opposing preferences in terms of choosing one allocation role instead of the other.

* In

writing this paper, I have benefited greatly from comments made by Prof. Dr. Aart de Zeeuw and Dr. Mario
P. Rothfelder. All errors are my sole responsibility.
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1. Introduction
For centuries, states have found it useful to define their rights over their shared water resources
through transboundary water agreements. This is not surprising. These treaties stabilize the
relations of the states sharing a river and provide them with a level of certainty and predictability (McCaffrey, 2003); they clarify property rights over water and prevent states from moving
towards coercion and grabbing resources from others (Ansink et al., 2015); they pave the way
for information exchange; and, they create the potential for the establishment of joint management mechanisms. Furthermore, empirical evidence suggests that basins with institutional
mechanisms, like treaties, are less prone to conflicts (Yoffe et al., 2003).
Until the year 2006, there were a total of 145 transboundary water agreements registered with
the Transboundary Freshwater Dispute Database. Many of these agreements tackle the issue
of water allocation. Seasonal variability is frequently anticipated in these treaties (McCaffrey,
2003). However, climate change driven water variability is often overlooked and treaties often
lack provisions that recognize and allow for future changes in water availability. This has been
pointed out by many as a major shortcoming since climate change is expected to reduce water
availability and increase water variability in many regions (Gerten et al., 2011; Turral et al.,
2011; Sowers et al., 2011).
There is currently an extensive body of literature discussing methods aimed at enhancing the
flexibility of transboundary water agreements in the face of changing conditions. Cooley and
Gleick (2011) opts for adjustable allocation strategies and water-quality standards, response
strategies for extreme events, amendment and review procedures and joint management institutions as strategies for climate-proofing transboundary water agreements. Kilgour and Dinar
(2001) shows the impact of variable allocation mechanism in improving regional welfare and
thereby enhancing the stability of transboundary water allocations agreements. Fischhendler
(2004) and McCaffrey (2003) both suggest including provisions on flexible allocation strategies, drought provisions, amendment and review procedure and joint management institutions
in transboundary water agreements to increase adaptability to climate change. Ansink and
Ruijs (2008) studies the effects of climate change and the choice of a sharing rule on the stability of cooperation in an upstream-downstream context and shows that cooperation under
an agreement where the downstream country is allocated a fixed amount of water has a low
stability compared to a percentage-based or fixed upstream-based allocation rule.
Despite an increasing recognition of the importance of incorporating flexibility to climate
change in the design of transboundary water agreements, climate-proofing these agreements
remains to be a challenge. There is evidence showing that proposals that could facilitate adaptation to climate change are discussed during pre-negotiation or the negotiation phase culminating in an agreement. However, such proposals are often excluded from the final treaty. For
example during the landmark negotiations between Jordan and Israel over the Peace Treaty of
1994, experts did discuss the possibility of proportional based water allocation. However, this
proposal was later abandoned and eventually a treaty based on deliveries of a fixed amount of
water was advanced (Fischhendler, 2004).

2
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Reluctance of the states to incorporate mechanisms aimed at climate proofing cooperation
within the context of transboundary water agreements has been attributed to different factors
including sovereignty and power concerns as well as emphasis on immediate political costs
instead of long term benefits (Fischhendler, 2004; Drieschova et al., 2008). In this paper, I
show that the geographical setting of a river could additionally create an obstacle for agreement over incorporation of mechanisms that allow for flexibility to climate change.
My focus in this paper is on climate-proofing transboundary water allocation agreements
through following a proportional sharing rule, within a Through-border*2 geographical configuration1 identified by Dinar (2007). It is noteworthy that, the U-shaped river configuration
chosen for the purpose of the current paper is directly observed in real world. Examples
include: Reka Oulankayoki between Russia and Finland, Sepik River between Papua New
Guinea and Indonesia, Erne River between Northern Ireland and Republic of Ireland, Elancik
river, between Ukraine and Russia, Ma River, between Vietnam and Laos, Gada River between
Niger and Nigeria, Bahu Kalat River between Iran and Pakistan, Bia River, between Ghana
and Ivory Coast, Souris River between Canada and the US, Milk River, between Canada and
the US and Kootenay River between Canada and the US. In addition, some other international
rivers with complex geographical settings represent a U-shaped or semi-U shape river configuration in parts of their course. One example is the Mahakali River shared between Nepal and
India, which has a mixed zig zag setting, and represents the U-shape river configuration in
parts of its course. Examples of other international rivers with a semi-U shaped configuration
include, Guadiana River between Spain and Portugal, Hal Ha river between China and Mongolia and Seversky Donets River between Russia and Ukraine. In these examples, part of the
river shared between the states represent the border of the states.
Through a game theoretic analysis of negotiations, I design an agreement that can be reached
under Rubinstein sequential bargaining procedure between two states sharing a U-shaped river.
If the shares under this agreement are reflected in proportional as opposed to fixed terms, the
resulting agreement will be stable to the impacts of climate change. However, I demonstrate
that while the upstream state would have a preference for reaching to an agreement based on
proportional shares, the downstream country may be better off under an agreement that is designed based on fixed water amounts.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, I introduce the setting
of the river. In Section 3, I provide evidence for the incentive of the states to negotiate a water allocation agreement. In Section 4, I define the negotiation space. In Section 5, I outline
1 In

this paper, I refer to this geographical setting as U-shaped river configuration. Typically, the literature on
transboundary rivers only focus on two types of geographical configurations: (i) the upstream/downstream
setting of through border rivers, and (ii) the cross border setting of border creating rivers. However, as argued
by Dinar (2007), ”Mother Nature does not purpose all rivers to be either through-border or border-creator.” In
fact, the study conducted by Dinar on 226 international rivers has identified at least 14 different geographical
configurations for rivers. A complete list of these may be found in International water treaties: Negotiation
and cooperation along transboundary rivers (Dinar, 2007).
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the procedures of negotiations, following Rubinstein’s sequential bargaining game. I provide
evidence supporting that the Rubinstein bargaining procedure results in immediate agreement
between the parties for the amounts defining the Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium (SPNE)
of the negotiation procedure. In Section 6, I analyze the relationship between the allocation
scheme over which an agreement is reached and the amount of water available for sharing,
the states’ discount factor, and the output elasticity of water. In Section 7, I introduce climate
change as a one shot shock to the amount of the water available for sharing. I then demonstrate how such change could create opposing preferences amongst the states over sharing
water based on proportional or absolute amount allocation rules. In Section 8, I conclude and
provide suggestions for further research. Supplemental derivations and arguments are deferred
to Appendices A and B.

2. Setting the Stage
Let a river be shared between the two states h and l, having its source in h and flowing subsequently to l before entering again to the territory of h prior to its final route to the sea (Figure
2.1). This setting corresponds to a U-shaped river.
Figure 2.1.: Geographical configuration of the river

The two states h and l are assumed to be economically rational; i.e. they act in a way that
maximizes their payoff.
The amount of water in the river that is available for use, excluding the ecological flow2 ,
equals Q0 . Let qi be the total amount of water from the river that state i ∈ {l, h} consumes.
2 The

ecological flow is defined as the amount of water required for the aquatic ecosystem to continue to thrive.
Maintenance of the ecological flow is required to secure the basin’s health and to ensure that situations like
basin closure are avoided.
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Additionally, let qu,h and qd,h represent the amount of water that state h extracts from the river
in the upstream and downstream of state l, respectively, such that:
qu,h + qd,h = qh .

(2.1)

Due to the unidirectional flow of the river, state h has the first option to use the water at its
upstream branch, therefore restricting the availability of water to state l. Similarly, the sum of
water extraction in the upstream branch of the river located within the territory of h and the
water extraction by l limits the availability of water in h‘s downstream part:
0 ≤ qu,h ≤ Q0
0 ≤ ql ≤ Q0 − qu,h
0 ≤ qd,h ≤ Q0 − qu,h − ql

(2.2a)
(2.2b)
(2.2c)

I assume that the payoff of using water at each branch of the river equals the amount of a
homogenous good that is produced by each state’s corresponding technology at that branch
represented by a Cobb-Douglas production function as follows:
π(qi ) = AV 1−α qαi .

(2.3)

Herein, A stands for total factor productivity, V represents non-water production input and
0 < α < 1 is the output elasticity of water. The values of A and α depend on the available
technology. This assumption implies that both states have the same technology available, and
is not too restrictive, since it is common for bordering countries to enjoy the same level of
economic development.
It is easy to show that π(qi ) is strictly increasing in qi , i.e. ∂ π/∂ qi > 0. That is to say,
the payoff recevied by a state increases when the state uses more water. Furthermore, it is
easy to show that, since 0 < α < 1, π(qi ) is concave and that the marginal payoff of state i is
decreasing with an increase in water input.
Observation 1. In the absence of an enforcable water sharing mechanism, Q0 will be completely used by state h in the upstream, i.e. qu,h = Q0 .
This observation results by backward induction. States are assumed to be rational. Such
assumption entails that they are payoff maximizers. In addition, the payoff function of the
states at all branches of the river is increasing. It follows that any water that enters into the
territory of l will be consumed in its totality by l. Thus, the downstream branch of state h is
left with no water to use. By backward induction, state h, being aware that any water passing
from h to l‘s territory will be used by l, will consume all the water available, i.e. Q0 , at its
upstream branch. Consequently, l will receive no water from the river.
Observation 2. State h has an incentive to divide its available water for use in equal amounts
over upstream and downstream.
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To support this observation, I first show that state h has a preference to use water at both
streams instead of using it all in one. If h uses the whole water in just one branch, its payoff
from the use of water will be as follows:
π(qh ) = AV 1−α qαh .

(2.4)

Now, assume that instead of using the whole water in one branch, h distributes the water
available for use over the two branches such that 0 < γ < 1 is the share of water used by h at
its upstream branch, i.e. qu,h = γqh . Then,qd,h = (1 − γ)qh . The total pay-off that state h will
receive by doing so will be as follows:
π(γqh ) + π((1 − γ)qh ) = AV 1−α (γ α qαh + (1 − γ)α qαh )
= AV 1−α qαh (γ α + (1 − γ)α ) .

(2.5)

Since 0 < γ, α < 1 it follows that:

Thus,
This means

γα > γ
(1 − γ)α > 1 − γ.

(2.6a)
(2.6b)

γ α + (1 − γ)α > γ + (1 − γ) = 1.

(2.7)

AV 1−α qαh (γ α + (1 − γ)α ) > AV 1−α qαh

(2.8)

That is to say, state h is better off distributing water for consumption over its two branches.
To show that state h has an incentive to allocate the same amount of water to each branch of
the river for its own use it is enough to state that when γ = 0.5 the marginal payoff of using water upstream equals the marginal payoff of using water downstream: αAV 1−α (qu,h /2)α−1 =
αAV 1−α (qd,h /2)α−1 . Increasing qu,h (qd,h ) does not compensate for the payoff loss downstream (upstream) due to a decreased qd,h (qu,h ), because of the decreasing marginal payoff.

3. Incentives to Negotiate a Water Allocation
Agreement
Observation 3. State l will always have an incentive to negotiate a water allocation agreement.
The reason is as follows. As stated in Observation 1, in the absence of an enforceable water
allocation agreement, all water in the river will be used by state h in the upstream branch. Consequently, state l will be left with no water to use. In the absence of any water to use π(0) = 0.
Because π(qi ) is a strictly increasing function, any ql > 0 results in π(ql ) > 0. That is to say,
state l‘s payoff will be improved under any proposed allocation scheme that dedicates some
water to l, leading l to accept any ql > 0. Furthermore, if an allocation scheme is proposed
for which ql = 0, state l‘s payoff will remain unaffected, leading l to be indifferent between
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engaging into the agreement or maintaining the status quo.
However, for the negotiations to take place, h must also have an incentive for getting into
an agreement. In a simple upstream-downstream context, an incentive for the upstream country to cooperate is often created artificially by including non-water transfers (either monitory
or otherwise) in the agreement (Ansink and Ruijs, 2008). However, as it will be shown in
Observation 4, the geographical configuration of river itself could contribute to the existence
of an incentive to cooperate.
Observation 4. State h has an incentive to negotiate a water allocation agreement and let
some amount of water to be passed to state l in exchange for receiving some water at its
downstream branch.
To support this observation let there be a qh < Q0 , which will be the share of water that state
h will receive under an agreement with state l. For state h to accept to commit to such share,
the value of qh should be such that the payoff h receives from using such share of water over
its two branches exceeds (or at least equalizes) the payoff it would receive if it keeps all the
water upstream for its own consumption. Thus, by Observation 2:
q 
h
2π
≥ π(Q0 ).
(3.1)
2
That is to say

2AV 1−α
from which follows that

 q α
h

2

≥ AV 1−α Qα0 ,
1

qh ≥ 21− α Q0 .

(3.2)
(3.3)

Since 0 < α < 1, we can conclude that 1 − 1/α < 0 and thus, 21−1/α Q0 < Q0 . This means
that there is an amount of water 21−1/α Q0 ≤ qh < Q0 possible for which the payoff of state
h from using such amount in its two streams is equal to or higher than the payoff it will
receive if it keeps all the water to itself. Hence, h not only has an incentive to divide water
between upstream and downstream as per Observation 2, but also has an incentive to negotiate
an agreement with l for water allocation.

4. Negotiation Space
Observation 5. Let Ch,l be the set of all possible agreements between states h and l. Then


1
1− α
Ch,l = (qh , ql ) : 2
Q0 ≤ qh ≤ Q0 and ql = Q0 − qh .
This observation follows directly from Observation 4, where it was established that state h
has an incentive to engage in agreements as long as the share it receives under such agreements
satisfies 21−1/α Q0 ≤ qh < Q0 . The case qh = Q0 follows from Observation 3. Moreover,
note that the set of agreement only quantifies qh since by Observations 2 and 4 it holds that
qu,h = qd,h = 0.5qh .
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5. Negotiation Procedure
Assume that the payoff functions pertaining to each branch of the river are common knowledge. Consider that the states enter into a negotiation over water allocation. If an agreement
is reached, states are then assumed to be bound to the agreement for an indefinite time horizon, in the sense that it is not known when the last round of cooperation is going to happen.
This assumption takes into account the fact that generally, agreements on transboundary water
resources do not include a termination date (Ansink and Ruijs, 2008). Furthermore, it allows
me to model the cooperation as an infinitely repeated game. I further assume that when an
agreement is reached, states comply with its terms, unless external circumstances impede the
implementation of the agreement. This assumption is in line with empirical findings that confirm a high level of cooperation among riparian states in basins with institutional mechanism
(Yoffe et al., 2003).
The negotiation procedure is designed following Rubinstein bargaining model (Rubinstein,
1982), where states have a fixed discounting factor 0 < δ < 1. This negotiation procedure is
the closest approximation to the negotiation procedures in real life (Muthoo, 1999; Pfrang and
Wittig, 2008) and thus has been used by many researchers in the study of agreement negotiations in different fields3 .
The process of the negotiations is as follows: State i ∈ {h, l} begins the negotiation by proposing an allocation scheme from the set Ch,l for each hydrological period. Time runs in discrete
periods of equal length, numbered by the natural numbers. After a proposal is made, state j = i
can either accept or reject. If the offer is accepted, the negotiations will end with an agreement
at the proposed shares of water for each hydrological period going forward. However, if j
rejects, it is time for j to propose an allocation scheme that i can then either accept or reject.
If i rejects, it will be i‘s turn to put forward a new proposal to j and so on.
In order to keep track of which state makes and which states receives the proposal during
the analysis of the Rubinstein bargaining game, I refine the notation from the previous sections. In particular, I will denote the shares received by state j when state i makes a proposal
by qi→ j . Consequently, qi→i can be expressed as Q0 − qi→ j .
Observation 6. Any member of the negotiation set Ch,l can be sustained as a Nash Equilibrium
outcome of the bargaining game.
Observation 6 has been formally explained in Rubinstein (1982) and can be described for
the purpose of the current paper as follows: Consider the following strategy profile “During
the negotiation state h always proposes (qh→h , Q0 − qh→h ) ∈ Ch,l and only accepts an allocation scheme (ql→h , Q0 − ql→h ) ∈ Ch,l if ql→h ≥ qh→h . On the other hand, state l proposes
3 For

example Pfrang and Wittig (2008) use Rubinstein bargaining to analyze negotiations on office lease contracts. Holden (1994) uses Rubinstein bargaining in the study of wage negotiations. Shen et al. (2007) study
the negotiations over concession periods for build-operate-transfer projects by looking into the Rubinstein
bargaining process. Kerachian et al. (2010) applied Rubinstein bargaining procedure to negotiations over
groundwater resources.
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(ql→h , Q0 − ql→h ) ∈ Ch,l , and only accepts an allocation scheme (qh→h , Q0 − qh→h ) ∈ Ch,l if
Q0 − qh→h ≥ Q0 − ql→h .”
The threat of the state that receives the initial offer to reject it is not credible. To clarify this
point, assume it is state h‘s turn to make a proposal. State h offers l an amount of water equal
to Q0 − qh→h < Q0 − ql→h , such that π(Q0 − ql→h ) > π(Q0 − qh→h ) > δ π(Q0 − ql→h ). In this
case, state l‘s best response to the proposal made by h is to accept. The same can be argued
for when l makes the proposal.
The problem with the fact that any allocation within the negotiation space can be sustained
as a Nash Equilibrium of the bargaining game is that, since bargaining can involve bluffing
and posturing, states can launch a manipulative maneuver to get a better deal for themselves,
and there is no guarantee that an agreement is ever reached.
A better concept to analyze the sequential bargaining, as suggested by Rubinstein (1982),
is the concept of Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium (SPNE), introduced originally by Selten
(1975). In a sequential game, subgame perfectness selects equilibria such that players choose
mutually best replies not only at the beginning of the game but also in every subgame. Consequentially, neither player has an incentive to deviate from the chosen equilibrium strategy in
the course of the game. Thus the existence of an SPNE guarantees agreement.
Conjecture 1. Under the Rubinstein bargaining procedure described above, there is a unique
SPNE for each combination of Q0 > 0, 0 < α < 1 and 0 < δ < 1.
Note that this result is formulated as a conjecture, rather than a theorem. Hence, after explaining in more detail why this result cannot be proven, I will provide supporting evidence,
by means of numerical examples, that Conjecture 1 holds indeed in a variety of settings from
which we can deduce that the result indeed generally holds for all practically relevant cases.
The Rubinstein bargaining procedure in this setting differs from the original setting considered by Rubinstein (1982) in the payoff functions. In particular, Rubinstein (1982) considers
payoff functions which have only one input factor and are linear in that. Additionally, Rubinstein (1982) does not consider the possibility of an outside option. Hence, his results cannot
directly be applied and Conjecture 1 needs to be proven.
Usually, in order to prove the claim of Conjecture 1, one would derive the Rubinstein conditions and from those deduce the existence and uniqueness of the SPNE. However, as I argue
in Appendix B, this is not possible in the given case. Even though, as shown in Appendix A,
the Rubinstein conditions can be explicitly derived as
q∗l→h
q∗h→h



 ∗ α 1/α
qh→h
1−δ α
= 2
Q0 + δ
2
2


= 1 − δ 1/α Q0 + δ 1/α q∗l→h

(5.1a)
(5.1b)

it is not feasible to prove Conjecture 1 rigorously. That is, neither a constructive nor an existence proof can be provided at this point.
Instead, I will now consider several numerical examples in which Conjecture 1 holds true.
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From these, I reason that for all practically relevant cases Conjecture 1 holds true as well.
Therefore, I consider α ∈ {0.1, 0.2, ... , 0.9} to cover a broad range of possible values for the
output elasticity. In addition, I let δ = 1/(1 + r) with r ∈ {0.01, 0.02, ... , 0.1}, yielding values
for δ of about 0.9, 0.91, ... , 0.99. The number of SPNE is determined as the number of pairs
(q∗h→h , q∗l→h ) satisfying the Rubinstein Conditions (5.1a)–(5.1b). In particular, to find q∗h→h I
first rewrite (5.1b) as


q∗h→h − 1 − δ 1/α Q0
q∗l→h =
(5.2)
δ 1/α
and then set (5.1a) equal to (5.2):


 ∗ α 1/α

q∗h→h − 1 − δ 1/α Q0
qh→h
1−δ α
+
δ
=
2
.
(5.3)
Q
0
1/α
2
2
δ
Solving this expression for q∗h→h yields the solution(s) for the share offered by state h to state
l. These solution(s) are computed numerically in Matlab R2018b (code is available upon
request). In particular, the zeros of (5.3) are found by a brute force search on the negotiation
space Ch,l , cf. Observation 5. A similar approach is taken to find the solution(s) for q∗l→h .
For all considered cases, only one intersection is found, pointing to the uniqueness of the
solution for q∗l→h and q∗h→h . This means that no matter which party initiates the negotiations,
there is a unique SPNE over which an agreement is reached immediately.

6. Results of Negotiations
Now that I have established that for the numerical examples provided, the SPNE is unique,
I can find the amount of water for which an agreement is reached between the parties. To
do so, I normalize the total amount of water available for sharing to one, i.e. Q0 = 1. Then,
the water shares obtained in the same fashion as the results in the previous section under a
scenario where state h initiates the negotiation are displayed in Table 6.1. Similarly, state h‘s
share of water in a situation where l is the initiator is captured in Table 6.2.
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 reveal some interesting facts about the impacts of negotiation order, output elasticity and discounting factor on the results of negotiations. First of all, it is obvious
that the state which initiates the negotiations benefits from a first mover advantage, as the
share q∗h→h is always larger than the share q∗l→h . This is in line with the results of the classic
Rubinstein bargaining game which shows that the player who starts the negotiations always
receives a slightly higher share of the pie. Intuitively, this must be true because one would not
start negotiating unless doing so would be advantageous.
Second, the geographical advantage of state h provides it with a strong negotiation leverage, that cannot be defeated by the first mover advantage. This can be easily supported by
the fact that in accordance with Table 6.2, even when negotiations are initiated by state l, the
maximum amount of water that state l can secure for itself under a SPNE is always smaller
than half of the total water available for consumption.
Third, impacts of the first mover advantage are greater for smaller discount factors. This
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Table 6.1.: The share of water that state h receives in negotiations for α and δ under an SPNE
when h initiates the negotiations. Note that the total amount of water available for
sharing is normalized to one.
q∗h→h
δ

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.9091
0.9174
0.9259
0.9346
0.9434
0.9524
0.9615
0.9709
0.9804
0.9901

0.8227
0.8119
0.8007
0.7889
0.7766
0.7637
0.7505
0.7367
0.7225
0.7077

0.7844
0.7786
0.7728
0.7667
0.7606
0.7544
0.7480
0.7415
0.7348
0.7281

0.7904
0.7869
0.7832
0.7796
0.7759
0.7721
0.7682
0.7643
0.7604
0.7564

0.8105
0.8081
0.8057
0.8033
0.8009
0.7984
0.7959
0.7933
0.7907
0.7881

0.8371
0.8356
0.8340
0.8323
0.8306
0.8289
0.8273
0.8255
0.8238
0.8221

0.8675
0.8664
0.8653
0.8642
0.8631
0.8620
0.8609
0.8597
0.8585
0.8574

0.8998
0.8991
0.8984
0.8977
0.8971
0.8963
0.8955
0.8948
0.8940
0.8933

0.9332
0.9328
0.9323
0.9319
0.9316
0.9311
0.9307
0.9302
0.9299
0.9294

0.9668
0.9665
0.9664
0.9662
0.9661
0.9659
0.9657
0.9654
0.9653
0.9651

Table 6.2.: The share of water that state h receives in negotiations for α and δ under an SPNE
when l initiates the negotiations. Note that the total amount of water available for
sharing is normalized to one.
q∗l→h
δ

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.9091
0.9174
0.9259
0.9346
0.9434
0.9524
0.9615
0.9709
0.9804
0.9901

0.5400
0.5547
0.5695
0.5846
0.5998
0.6152
0.6306
0.6461
0.6617
0.6772

0.6526
0.6593
0.6660
0.6728
0.6796
0.6865
0.6934
0.7003
0.7072
0.7141

0.7120
0.7159
0.7198
0.7238
0.7278
0.7318
0.7358
0.7399
0.7440
0.7481

0.7594
0.7620
0.7645
0.7671
0.7696
0.7722
0.7748
0.7774
0.7800
0.7827

0.8029
0.8046
0.8063
0.8080
0.8097
0.8115
0.8132
0.8149
0.8167
0.8184

0.8446
0.8457
0.8468
0.8479
0.8491
0.8503
0.8515
0.8526
0.8538
0.8550

0.8852
0.8859
0.8866
0.8873
0.8881
0.8888
0.8896
0.8903
0.8911
0.8918

0.9247
0.9251
0.9256
0.9260
0.9263
0.9268
0.9272
0.9277
0.9280
0.9285

0.9631
0.9632
0.9634
0.9635
0.9638
0.9640
0.9641
0.9643
0.9645
0.9647

means that the more patient state h is, the more water it can secure for itself under an agreement where state l initiates the negotiations. This can be seen in Table 6.2, where the share
q∗l→h increases with an increase in the discount factor δ . Similarly, by being patient, state
l can secure a larger share of water for itself under an agreement where state h initiates the
negotiations, as the share q∗h→h decreases with the increase in the discount factor δ . If a state
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is impatient, it is in its favour to initiate the negotiations. This is supported by the fact that
the differences between q∗h→h and q∗l→h increase with a decrease in the value of the discount
factor δ . Furthermore, as one would expect, for a fixed value of α, the first mover advantage
of the players shrinks with an increase in δ , similar to what is observed in classic Rubinstein
bargaining.
Fourth, in all cases where state is the initiator of the negotiations an increase in output elasticity of water (which shows the importance of water for production) results in a decrease in
the amount of water that state is willing to forego to state for a fixed . This effect is most
extreme when is high, and states are impatient. Intuitively, this makes sense, because a higher
value of makes water more important for production.
However, one can observe an interesting trend with respect to the water shares that state
h will receive in a negotiation when h is the initiator and the value of α increases. As it
can be seen in Table 6.1, for a fixed δ , the amount of water that state h can secure for itself
decreases when α increases from 0.1 to 0.4, and then increases for the cases α ≥ 0.5. This
trend can be explained by the existence of the outside option for state h and its interaction
with the increase in output elasticity. Generally speaking, state l‘s willingness to forego water
to state h decreases with an increase in α. Thus, one would expect that increase in α cause
the amount of water that state h can secure for itself under negotiations to shrink. However,
state h‘s outside option to use all the water at the upstream branch provides h with a leverage
point in the negotiations. The existence of this leverage point shifts the share that state h can
receive in negotiations up in h‘s favour. For α ≤ 0.4 the effect of the increase in α overpowers
the impacts of state h‘s leverage. However, once α reaches 0.5, the leverage that state h has
becomes more powerful, thus leading to an increase in the share q∗h→h .
To illustrate the importance that state h‘s outside option has for the results in negotiations,
assume such outside option does not exist, akin to the classic Rubinstein bargaining game.
The Rubinstein conditions are then equivalent to (recall that Q0 = 1 by normalization)
 ∗ 
 ∗ 
ql→h
qh→h
π
= δπ
(6.1a)
2
2
(6.1b)
π (1 − q∗h→h ) = δ π (1 − q∗l→h )
which immediately yields the unique SPNE given by
q∗l→h =

δ 1/α
1 + δ 1/α

and

q∗h→h =

1
1 + δ 1/α

(6.2)

In Figure 6.1, I illustrate the share of water that state h can receive under an SPNE for both
situations where there is and there is not an outside option. The leverage that the existence of
an outside option provides to state h is well illustrated in Figure 6.1. First, it is clear from the
figure that for all values of α, the amount of water that state h receives in a SPNE is always
higher in the case h has an outside option, when coming from the same proposer. Second,
when there is no outside option, an increase in the value of the output elasticity α leads to a
strict increase in the share q∗l→h and a decrease in the share q∗h→h . However, when there is an
outside option, an increase in the value of the output elasticity α leads to a strict increase in
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the share q∗l→h . Meanwhile, q∗h→h starts to decrease, but then increases with an increase in α.
When α approaches 0.9 and state h has an outside option, the amount of water that state l can
receive in an agreement is relatively small.
Figure 6.1.: Shares of water that state h can receive under an SPNE for cases with and without
the outside option.

7. Impacts of Climate Change on the Agreement and
States’ Incentives towards Proportional and Fixed
Allocation Rules
In this section, I am going to illustrate that a proportional sharing rule leads to flexibility
with respect to climate change, whereas an absolute sharing rule does not. Moreover, I am
discussing states’ incentives towards these two sharing rules. Note that for the discussion, it
does not matter which state initiates the negotiations. Therefore, to ease notation, the SPNE
share that state h, respectively l receives will be denoted by q∗h , respectively q∗l such that
q∗h + q∗l = Q0 .
In order to show that a proportional sharing rule should be preferred over an absolute sharing rule, assume that climate change impacts the river shared between state h and l as a one
shot shock, leading to a reduction of water such that the new available amount of water for
sharing equals Q̃0 = φ Q0 where 0 < φ < 1. Moreover, assume that states have agreed to allocate the available amount of water in absolute terms based on the initial total amount Q0 ,
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so that the initially agreed absolute shares are given by q∗l and q∗h = Q0 − q∗l . Now, climate
change is reducing the total amount of water available for sharing to Q̃0 and the new, sustainable SPNE absolute shares become q̃∗l and q̃∗h = Q̃0 − q̃∗l . Clearly, in this situation states may
no longer respect the initial agreement, which is based on the initial total amount Q0 , since
q∗l + q∗h = q∗l + Q0 − q∗h = Q0 > Q̃0 . Hence, after climate change hits, states would have to
renegotiate their agreement when using an absolute sharing rule.
If, on the other hand, states opt for an allocation based on proportions ωl∗ = q∗l /Q0 , respectively ωh∗ = q∗h /Q0 4 , then the initial agreement can still be sustained after climate change
happens. This is due to the fact that such an agreement specifies a percentage share of the
currently available total amount of water for each state. That is
q̃∗h
φ q∗h
=
= w∗h
Q̃0 φ Q0
q̃∗
φ q∗l
w̃∗l = l =
= w∗l
Q̃0 φ Q0

w̃∗h =

(7.1a)
(7.1b)

Even though this suggests that states should opt for agreements based on percentage shares
in order to maintain flexibility to climate change, states’ individual incentives may make reaching such an agreement infeasible. To see this, assume a situation in which, after climate change
reduced the total available amount of water, there is enough water to satisfy the shares of the
upstream branch of state h and state l, i.e. q∗h /2 + q∗l < Q̃0 < Q0 . If absolute shares would be in
place, then state h still receives q∗h /2 in its upstream branch and state l still receives q∗l . However, in its downstream branch state h will now receive Q̃0 − q∗h /2 − q∗l < q∗h /2. Hence, state
h receives unequal shares in its up- and downstream branches. In contrast, by Observation
4 we know that state h always wants to divide its share equally among up- and downstream
branches. Therefore, in this situation state h will always prefer the proportional sharing rule
over the absolute sharing rule since the former gives it equal shares up- and downstream. For
state l, however, the situation is different. It is not hard to see that in the above situation it
follows that q∗l > ωl∗ Q̃0 , implying that π(q∗l ) > π(ωl∗ Q̃0 ). Hence, state l prefers the absolute
sharing rule over the proportional sharing rule5 .

8. Conclusions
The objective of this paper was to construct a model for water allocation agreements between
states sharing a U-shaped river, which allows for flexibility to changes in the amount of water
available for use as a result of climate change.
A game theoretical model of Rubinstein bargaining was constructed based on which states
agree on their corresponding shares of water. Through an extensive numerical analysis, it
was shown that agreement possesses a unique SPNE, which is, as in the classic Rubinstein
bargaining game, immediately reached. If states’ shares are reflected in percentage shares as
4 Note

that, together with Q0 = 1 this implies that the results in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 also represent proportional
shares which constitute the SPNE.
5 Note that in the case of q∗ /2 < Q̃ < q∗ /2 + q∗ there exists a q̂ ∈ (q̃∗ /2; q∗ /2 + q∗ ) such that for Q̃ < q̂ state
0
0
h
h
l
h
h
l
l will also prefer the proportional sharing rule.
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opposed to absolute amounts, and climate change impacts the basin resulting in a shock to the
total amount of water available for allocation, the agreement will be automatically adjusted to
the new available amount of water. This suggests that agreements over water allocation over a
U-Shaped river have a higher flexibility to changes in the flow if they follow the proportional
sharing rule.
I further demonstrate that, even though states should prefer proportional shares in order to
climate-proof their agreements, states’ preferences nevertheless might lead them to opt for absolute shares. My results shed further light on why measures to enhance flexibility to climate
change in transboundary water agreements are not always incorporated by the states. That is,
apart from political costs and concerns about national security, geographical context can also
prevent the establishment of climate-proof agreements.
However, in order to apply the findings of this paper in policy making, several considerations must first be brought to light.
First, the results of the model introduced herein are based on the assumption that states
involved in the negotiations have complete information about one another. This means that
they are aware of the sequence, strategies, and payoffs throughout negotiations. In real life,
this is usually not the case. States do not possess full information about their counterparts’
payoff, although they may have beliefs about the payoff function due to geographical proximity or based on available statistics and data, for example on the counterpart’s labour force
and technological status. Such beliefs can be represented by a probability distribution over the
possible payoff functions, turning the negotiations into a Bayesian game. How such change
will transform the results of the negotiations remains to be investigated. Regardless, it should
be noted that in the absence of full transparency between states, states can deceive one another
in order to get a better deal, and may get caught doing so. Such behaviour will impact the
percentage shares that will be agreed upon, and will harm the stability of cooperation thereof.
This highlights the importance of transparency in transboundary water cooperation for ensuring stability of cooperation and climate change flexibility of agreements.
Another observation that needs to be highlighted is about the key assumption that once an
agreement is made between the states, the states will follow its terms and will not deviate.
What this assumption suggests is that there is an incentive exogenous to the agreement itself
that keeps states from deviation. Empirical evidence suggests that riparian states tend to comply with the terms of their agreements once such agreement has been reached. Regardless,
it is important to highlight that in the absence of such exogenous incentive to comply, the
geographical setting of a U-shaped river could create an opportunity for the downstream state
to renegotiate the original agreement with the threat of using all the water that passes to its
territory. Whether such incentive to deviate could impact the results of the negotiations and
the structure of the agreement is another interesting question that may merit further research.
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A. Rubinstein Conditions
In this Appendix, I derive the Rubinstein conditions. For that, let (qh→h , Q0 − qh→h ) be the
amounts of water that states h and l receive under an allocation proposed by state h. Similarly,
define (ql→h , Q0 − ql→h ).
First, assume that state l makes the initial proposal. If state h accepts this proposal, its
payoff is
 2π  ql→h 
q
∞
l→h
2
=
,
(A.1)
2 ∑ δtπ
2
1
−
δ
t=0

whereas its payoff from rejecting the offer is π(Q0 ) in the current period plus the stream
2π(qh→h /2) from period t = 1 onward if its counterproposal is accepted by state l:



q
∞
2δ π ql→h
l→h
t
2
π(Q0 ) + 2 ∑ δ π
= π(Q0 ) +
.
(A.2)
2
1−δ
t=1
Hence, state h accepts l‘s initial proposal ql→h if and only if the payoff in (A.1) is at least that
from (A.2), i.e.




2π ql→h
2δ π ql→h
2
2
≥ π(Q0 ) +
.
(A.3)
1−δ
1−δ
Comparison with other hypothetical later settlements is not necessary. Every two periods
while an agreement is not reached, each state‘s position repeats itself and results in an even
smaller payoff than in (A.2).
Likewise, when state l receives an offer Q0 − qh→h in the current period, it will accept
if and only if
π (Q0 − qh→h )
π (Q0 − ql→h )
≥δ
.
(A.4)
1−δ
1−δ
If state l rejects the offer today, both states await tomorrow‘s reasoning of state l and so on.

The first state to play will always push the offer in his favour until the other state‘s inequality barely, however strictly holds, to ensure acceptance. This is due to the fact that if the
respondent becomes indifferent between acceptance and rejection, it can wait for tomorrow
and delay the agreement in order to propose first and get his own offer accepted, yielding a
higher share for itself. Then, the mutual agreeable solution is a pair (q∗h→h , q∗→h ) such that
(A.3) and (A.4) hold with equality:




2π ql→h
2δ π ql→h
2
2
= π(Q0 ) +
(A.5a)
1−δ
1−δ
π (Q0 − qh→h )
π (Q0 − ql→h )
= δ
(A.5b)
1−δ
1−δ
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Simplifying the above and plugging in the payoff function, provides the below two equations,
which represent the Rubinstein conditions:
q∗l→h
q∗h→h



 ∗ α 1/α
qh→h
1−δ α
Q0 + δ
= 2
2
2


1/α
1/α ∗
Q0 + δ ql→h .
= 1−δ

(A.6a)
(A.6b)

B. Can Existence and Uniqueness of the SPNE be
Proven?
To solve for the equilibrium strategies (q∗h→h , q∗l→h ) one would need to solve the system of
non-linear equations given in (A.6a) and (A.6b). However, due to non-linearity, this is not
a straightforward task. Moreover, using usual techniques –such as fixed point theorems to
establish existence and number of SPNEs– fails as well. To see why, take the example for
q∗l→h (plugging (A.6b) into (A.6a)):



α 1/α
1/α Q + δ 1/α q∗
1
−
δ
0
l→h
1 − δ α
 
Q0 + δ 
q∗l→h = 2 
 .
2
2


(B.1)

N, it can easily be seen that the constant term including Q0 guarantees that this function defined
in (B.1) does not map onto its domain, which is given by the negotiation space. This is
due to the fact that contrary to the classic Rubinstein pie division game, in the case of the
water allocation negotiations, state h always has the outside option π(Q0 ). Hence, fix point
theorems, which require that functions map from their domain onto their domain, cannot be
applied. Solving the expression directly for q∗l→h is infeasible as well, due to the powers α
and α1 . Finally, determining whether the right-hand-side of (B.1) is a strictly convex/concave
function in q∗l→h on the negotiation space is not possible (without further deep mathematical
insights) either. If it were, however, one could at least say that there can be at most two SPNEs
and take it from there. Of course, these arguments also apply when solving for q∗h→h .
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Conclusion
Around 40% of the world population depends on freshwater resources that cross political
boundaries (Cooley & Gleick, 2011). Various stressors including population and economic
growth, as well as climate change, are putting increasing pressure on these resources. Global
climate change, in particular, poses a wide series of challenges for transboundary water
management by altering the availability and quality of water.
Even in the absence of climate change, effective water management in transboundary basins
requires cooperation amongst the riparian states. The importance of transboundary cooperation to
manage water resources is widely accepted by the states. Evidence for such a claim is that within
the last century approximately 300 agreements have been developed between the riparian states
in order to facilitate transboundary cooperation (Yoffe, Wolf, & Giordano, 2003). Nevertheless,
transboundary water agreements are traditionally based on the assumption that hydrological
systems behave as stationary systems, meaning that the statistical characteristics of water
systems, such as rainfall and discharge from a past time period in which data are available will
remain the same in the future.
Climate change renders the assumption of stationary of hydrological systems invalid. This
implies that decision making over how water resources are to be used should not solely depend
on the available previous data, but has to take into account uncertain changes in the climate and
associated risks, and allow for adjustments to operations, and water demand management.
There is an extensive body of literature suggesting mechanisms and procedures that could
facilitate the adjustment of transboundary water cooperation, and in specific transboundary water
agreements, to climate change (Cooley & Gleick, 2011; Ambec & Ehlers, 2008; Ambec, Dinar,
& McKinney, 2013; Ansink & Ruijs, 2008; Cascão, 2008; Fischhendler, 2004; McCaffrey,
2003). Using adjustable allocation strategies and water quality standards, establishing response
strategies to extreme water events and providing for amendment and review procedures and
creating joint water management institutions are only some of the ways through which
adaptability of transboundary water cooperation to climate change could be improved.
Yet, in practice, flexibility building to climate change in transboundary water agreements
remains to be a challenge. This begs the questions of (i) what exactly is expected from the states
in terms of adjusting their transboundary water agreements to the implications of climate change
and (ii) what makes states cooperate – or fail to cooperate – with each other in terms of climateproofing their transboundary water agreements.
In this dissertation, I approached these questions from different perspectives. First, using a purely
legal lens, I looked at what international law expects from the states in terms of flexibility in
transboundary water cooperation under climate change. Second, I analyzed climate-proofing
transboundary water agreements from a practical point of view, in order to understand how
1
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flexibility of transboundary water cooperation is - or can be - achieved and what hurdles prevent
states from adjusting their transboundary water agreements to climate change. Each of the
chapters of this dissertation follows one or a combination of these perspectives. The main
questions that are at the core of each chapter may be summarized as follows:
• Is there a legal basis that gives rise to an obligation for a party state to a transboundary
water agreement to allow for flexibility of such treaty to climate change?
• How does the inclusion of flexibility mechanisms suggested by pioneer scholars of
transboundary water management field impact the dynamics of transboundary water
cooperation, in particular in terms of compliance with the agreement provisions?
• What lessons can be learned from flexibility building mechanisms included in real life
transboundary water agreements for the design of treaties, which allow for
accommodation of climate change induced water variability?
• What lessons can be learned from disciplines other than law for the design of agreements
that are robust to climate change?
In this final chapter, I bring together the results of each study, provide a summary of each
chapter, and offer some recommendations.
1. Summary of the findings
Below, I discuss the summary of the findings of each chapter of the thesis under four headlines.

Legal obligation to incorporate flexibility to climate change in the design of
transboundary water agreements
In Chapter I of the thesis, I discuss whether parties to a transboundary water allocation
agreement are under an obligation under international law to adapt the terms of their agreement
to climate change. During the discussion, my focus is on the principle of equitable and
reasonable use of water. I provide a descriptive analysis of the principle of equitable and
reasonable use of water as reflected in treaties, soft law instruments and judicial decisions, and
conclude that such principle per se does not lead to a blanket obligation for the states to adapt
their transboundary water treaties to climate change.
However, climate change could lead to a situation where continuing to implement an agreement
without any adjustment would result in the infringement of the obligations of the party states
under the principle of equitable and reasonable use of water. This is particularly true because
climate change alters both water demand and the minimum requirements for maintaining a good
status of water. Therefore, in face of climate change, states may be required to adjust the terms of
their agreement in line with their obligations under the principle of equitable and reasonable use
of water, or run the risk of committing an internationally wrongful act.
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A point which is noteworthy, but has not been mentioned in Chapter I, is that although there is
no specific rule under international law that explicitly require states to only enter into agreements
that are flexible to climate change or adapt the terms of their agreements to climate change
implications, the need for agreement flexibility in transboundary water agreements is being
increasingly recognized. The important bulk of transboundary water agreements which are
signed in the 20th century ignore the need for flexibility to climate change. However, more recent
agreements incorporate flexibility to climate change in one way or another. An example is the
Albufeira Convention which is discussed in Chapter III of this dissertation, and includes various
mechanisms that allow for climate change adaptation, including provisions for creation of joint
transboundary water management institutions, periodic update of historical mean precipitation
values, and cancellation of minimum flow requirements.
It should be noted, even though making agreements flexible to climate change is becoming more
desirable to the states, it is not always easily attainable. Empirical evidence shows that while
states may initially start negotiating over mechanisms that allow for flexibility of their
transboundary water agreements to future changes, some of these mechanisms are eventually left
out of the final agreement. Amongst these mechanisms are the creation of joint water institutions
with broad capacities, establishing percentage based water allocation scheme and inclusion of
conflict-resolution procedures (Fischhendler, 2004). Therefore, for the sake of climate-proofing
transboundary water agreements, one should better understand why decision makers do act as
they do and what can be done to encourage them to commit to flexibility in transboundary water
agreements.

The dilemma of compliance
Contrary to the saying often attributed to Ray Kroc1, agreements are not made to be broken.
Under international law, when two states enter into an agreement, they are expected to comply
with their obligations thereto. Yet, compliance does not always automatically happen (CF.
Chapter II for examples).
The question arises as to why states agree to certain obligations while they break them
(sometimes even immediately) thereafter. This is a question that international law cannot answer
on its own, as it enters into the realm if behavioral sciences. However, the answer to this question
could assist lawyers and decision-makers in formulating obligations in a way that ensures they
will be complied with. The answer to this question is also critical to the effectiveness of attempts
to climate-proof transboundary water agreements, as an agreement that is flexible to climate
change on paper but will then not be complied with is futile.
In Chapter II of the present dissertation I discuss how using a certain flexibility building
mechanism to climate change in the design of a treaty on water allocation could impact the
decision of the states to comply with such a treaty by using game theory. My goal in this chapter
1

American businessman known for popularizing McDonald’s.
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is to assist those responsible for negotiating and drafting a transboundary water allocation
agreement to identify elements which become important in predicting whether a mechanism
designed with the aim of climate proofing such a treaty will achieve its objective or will be
detrimental to the cooperation.
My particular focus in Chapter II is on the suggestion to apply a short-term time horizon to
transboundary water allocation agreements in order to make it easier for the states to update the
terms of their cooperation periodically, and thus, adapt them to changes in water availability
resulting from climate change.
One would assume that a periodic update of the terms of transboundary water cooperation would
be easier when an agreement is set to expire at a certain date. But the analysis in Chapter II
shows that the imposition of a termination date on a transboundary water agreement can lead to
instability of cooperation. Such instability could result from the free-riding incentive that the
existence of a termination date creates for the parties. Other factors including the history of the
relationship between the counterparties and the power balance between them also play a decisive
role in whether or not the imposition of a termination date would make cooperation unstable.
Overall results of the study show that in basins where parties enjoy a comparable power balance,
yet have a history of relations that demonstrates their willingness to use countermeasures and
intimidation techniques against each other, the imposition of a termination date on transboundary
water allocation agreements both increases the stability of cooperation and assists adaptation to
climate change.

Experience is the best guide
There is no correct way to climate-proof transboundary water cooperation. If states are
committed to achieving climate change flexibility, they have a range of mechanisms to choose
from. They can use a percentage-based allocation mechanism, create joint bodies to coordinate
and design water management plans, cancel minimum flow requirements in dry seasons, include
provisions on flood management in their agreements, or provide for periodic review of the
agreement’s provisions. One key question that arises is whether all these mechanisms are
suitable for every circumstance and whether they actually work in practice. This is where the
experience of basins where state parties have already agreed on and are implementing flexibility
building mechanisms serves as a guideline.
In Chapter III, I look at the experience of Spain and Portugal in adapting their transboundary
water agreement to climate change in the Guadiana basin. In general I focus on three main
measures which are aimed at creating flexibility to climate change in the governing regime of
Guadiana. These include a periodic update of historical mean precipitation values, providing for
a joint transboundary water management institution which allows continuous discussion and
information exchange between the parties, and the cancellation of minimum flow requirements
under special circumstances.
4
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Within the framework of the study, the experience of the Guadiana basin validates the periodic
update of historical mean precipitation values as an effective method to increase climate change
flexibility of water allocation agreement in the basins that rest their allocation scheme on
historical precipitation series. However, results also indicate that the method of conducting such
updates must be adapted to the special characteristics of the catchment where this method is
intended to be used.
The results also demonstrate that existence of a joint body where states can hold continuous
discussions over ways to adapt water practices to climate change assists cooperation. However,
as climate change intensifies, and the conflict of interest of the riparian states regarding their
shared basin increases, coming to an agreement over a new water allocation arrangement can still
be time-consuming and infeasible, even with the help of such institutions.
The study of the Guadiana basin per se does not reveal much about the practicality of cancelling
the minimum flow in face of dry seasons, as this provision is not used to the date of the study.
However, it intuitively suggests that a side-effect of the recurrent application of such a measure
is that it inevitably harms those states whose right to minimum flow has been cancelled.
Therefore, one should only consider the cancellation of minimum flow in response to special
circumstances created by climate change as a temporary flexibility building mechanism which
should always be combined with a compensation arrangement for when the special
circumstances cease to exist.

Designing agreeable agreements
A lot of work goes into the making of each international agreement. Even before states get to the
table of negotiations, they are collecting information, investigating issues where agreement with
other states is necessary and feasible, form their positions about their own demands and their
beliefs about the position and the demands of their prospective counterparts, and even consider
points of concession.
During the actual negotiation phase, parties reveal their position, discuss the demands of their
counterparts, and propose their own arguments in favor and against each position and demand.
However, many issues that are being discussed in the pre-negotiation and negotiation phases turn
out not to be included in the eventual agreement that is signed between the parties.
There is evidence to show that while flexibility building mechanisms may be on the agenda of
negotiators during the pre-negotiation phase or the initial talks about transboundary water
cooperation, these mechanisms are not always included in the final results. For example, during
the preparation phases that led to the historic Israel-Jordan Peace treaty, experts considered the
possibility of proposing a percentage based flow allocation as opposed to a fixed amount
allocation scheme. But eventually, an agreement designed based on a fixed amount was
advanced (Fischhendler, 2004). This shows the importance of being able to understand why
states do agree to certain mechanisms while they reject others. Such insight about the state’s
5
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strategic decision-making allows experts to design agreeable transboundary water agreements
that are flexible to climate change.
In Chapter IV of this dissertation, my focus has been on incorporating flexibility to climate
change in a transboundary water agreement over a U-shaped river. I have used game theory to
model interactions between these states in negotiation over the resource. I have proposed that the
negotiation follows the Rubinstein bargaining procedure. Simply put, one state tables its
position. The other state can either accept or reject. If the position is accepted, an agreement is
reached. Otherwise, the second state puts forward its own proposal. Then it will be the first
state’s decision to either accept or reject, and so forth. I show that such negotiation procedure
leads to an immediate agreement among the parties for the Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium
(SPNE) shares of the states. I calculate the shares that each state receives under such SPNE.
Then I introduce climate change as a onetime shock to the total amount of water available for
allocation. I show that the upstream state is always better off under an agreement which is
designed based on percentage shares. However, the downstream state may favor an absolute
amount based allocation. This result sheds further light on why measures to enhance flexibility to
climate change in transboundary water agreements are not always incorporated by the states.
That is, apart from political costs and concerns about national security, geographical context can
also prevent the establishment of climate-proof agreements.
Recommendations for climate proofing intentional water allocation agreement
The results of this thesis bring about a number of recommendations and suggestions for climateproofing transboundary water cooperation. Below, I provide a summary of the highlights.

International cooperation requires more than just law
As discussed throughout the thesis, and in particular under Chapter I, International law can and
does structure and solidify the cooperation amongst the states for the purpose of responding to
the implications of climate change. It does so by creating binding rules about management of
shared water resources and outlining states obligations towards the international community and
the protection of environment. However, international law alone cannot solve all the problems
that come with the question of adaptability of transboundary water cooperation to climate
change.
Climate-proofing transboundary water cooperation is dependent on the will of the states
involved. States do not always see a benefit in adapting their water practices to climate change or
agreeing to provisions that allow for flexibility for future alteration in quality and quantity of
water. This was shown in the thesis through the analysis of free-riding incentives under Chapter
II and preference gap regarding the choice of sharing rule in Chapter IV. One possible solution to
this conundrum is to encourage the adaptation of transboundary water agreements to climate
change via non-legal measures.
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A possible way to do so is via economic incentives that enhance cooperation amongst states. An
example of such economic incentives is access to financing opportunities created to support
climate change, including through climate funds, multilateral development banks, and
development cooperation partners. The use of such incentives will in particular encourage
adaptation in situations where climate change impacts the involved parties in an asymmetric
manner, improving the situation of one, while jeopardizing the other.

From information to adaptation
The importance of consistent and relevant information for climate-proofing transboundary water
cooperation is not a mystery. Up-to-date information systems on water availability and demand
can help increase the accuracy of models for determining the impacts of potential changes in the
management and use of shared water resources.
Chapter III of this dissertation highlighted the significance of information for increasing the
climate adaptability of the Albufeira Convention. Without access to accurate information about
the amount of rainfall in the Guadiana basin, updating of historical mean precipitation values
will not allow for adaptation to climate change.
However, even in this particular case where parties have been largely cooperating with each
other, information exchange between the parties has not been optimal. A prominent example of
states’ failure to effectively exchange information with each other in this case is the submission
of a report prepared by Portugal on environmental flows in the Pomarão region without prior
discussions with Spain. Unsurprisingly, this issue has been already flagged by experts as an
obstacle to reach an agreement over the minimum environmental flow at Pomarão.
The issue of data and information remains to be even more challenging in many other basins
around the world. In some cases, this is due to the reluctance of states to share information which
they consider to be of national security interest (Jensen & Lange, 2013). In others, lack of
appropriate procedural arrangements limits information exchange to on demand or occasional
basis (Gerlak, Lautze, & Giordarno, 2014). Moreover, difficulties in the harmonization of data
further hinder information exchange.
Yet, continuous monitoring of the catchment area and effective and timely exchange of relevant
and reasonable information about the status of a basin and undergoing and planned activities
with respect to its waters by the riparian states is a key for the success of adaptation projects
within the context of a transboundary water agreement.
Ideally speaking, parties to a transboundary water agreement should follow the recommendation
to create a joint basin institution, with a broad range of powers, in order to facilitate data
exchange and monitoring activities and decide on measures to be taken for the sake of adaptation
to climate change.
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However, when creation of such institution is not feasible – whether due to economic, political
or security concerns, or otherwise – states should be encouraged and supported to keep an open
joint forum for holding conversations about their basin related activities and climate change
impacts on the basin as well as the steps that are needed in order to adapt their agreement to the
impacts of climate change. Encouragement and support in this context can be delivered for
example through economic incentives for cooperation and capacity building programs that assist
states with data and information harmonization.

Joining forces
The effectiveness and practicability of different provisions aimed at improving climate change
adaptability and resilience of transboundary water agreements depends on different factors
including the geography of the basin, the history of cooperation between the parties to the
agreement, economic status of the counterparts, the way climate change impacts the basin, and
the temporary or permanent nature of climate change induced alterations in the amount of water
available to share. Impacts of the basin Geography
As demonstrated in Chapter II of this thesis, a mechanism that helps two states with a history of
close cooperation and good relations to adapt their transboundary water agreement to the impacts
of climate change, may not provide the same results when it is implemented in an agreement
between the states with some history of hostility. Similarly, mechanisms that are suited to adapt
the terms of an agreement to temporary impacts of climate change, like occurrence of temporary
floods and droughts, are not suitable when changes to the hydrology of the basin become
permanent.
Therefore, when engaging in transboundary water agreements, states need to take all these
factors into account before deciding on how they want to incorporate flexibility to climate
change in the design of their agreements. This calls for a participatory process that engages
different stakeholders from different disciplines in the pre-negotiation and negotiation phases
culminating in an agreement.
Of course, setting up such a collaborative framework between experts with different
backgrounds and experience is not a simple task, as it requires participants to get acquainted with
the mindset and language of others, which could be fundamentally different from theirs.
Nevertheless, a collaborative framework like that allows states to benefit from a larger problem
solving capacity.
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